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sur4uARI

the Bethe-Salpeter equation, in the lad.der and instantaneous

iateraction approrinetions, is investigated ful1y for the interaction of

two nucleons through sca]ar, pseudo-scalår' Ênd vector fields. It is

shonn that by using the boundar¡r conditions proposed by Green and Bi-ewas,

lt is poseible to eolve the Bethe-Sa1peter equation for the instantaneous

lnteraction by a very straight forward methoä.

A contÍnuity equation for the Bethe-Salpeter wave firnction is derived

þ tleflnlng a conJugate Bethe-Salpeter rrave equation. This equation is

used to form an erpresslon ind.ependent of the interaction function, which,

rhen l-ntegrated over the relative tine, reduces to a covariant continuity

equation. I'he probability tlensity 1e evaluated e4plicitly in terms of

the sotutlon ñ¡nctions and thj.s enabLes the solutions to be interpreted,

pl¡ysicaLly.

It is founcl that for the uncoupled states, the solutÍon functions

correspond ctirectly to Schrociinger wave f\¡nctior¡s outsid.e the interaction

region. For the coupled states, the relations are not as sinple, but a

nethod using the probability clensity expression ie given' whereby the

scatterfng parameters for these states can be caÌculated.

A signi-ftcant feature of the potential-s is that the first order

terns are the one boson exehange potentiale, and this provid.es a basis for

comparison with the one boson erchange theory of nucleon forces.



Nearly atl of the work Ís carried out in momentum space, and. no

approxinetlons, non-relativistic or otherwise &re nad.e, except to go to

the rligcrete representation for the final numerical calculations. The

final equatlons for the phafe shifts can be solved, to any arbitrary

accuracy þ fncreasing the nunber of points in the nunerical integration

procedure.

Results are g:iven for the ex¡lerirnentalJ-y verified mesons and a scalar

nesonr and an atternpt is nade to fit experinentally derived phase shifts

using the neson-nucleon coupJ.ing consta¡rts as adjustable paraneters. Ihe

results indicate that either the ladd.er or instantaneous interaction

approxinatÍon has a linitecl range of validity when applierl to strorrg

fnteractions.
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CEAPîEIR. I

INTRODUCîION

t.1) The

Pß, +)

eter Equati on

The relativisttc S-natrix theory of Feynman was first applied to

the bounct state problem for two interacting Ferni-Dirac particles by

Bethe and. Sa}pete"li. The Bethe-Saì.peter (hereafter referred' to as B-S)

wave function P , ie given 1n their notation by the integral- equation

Y,,r(3, 4) - i drr d,T¡ dúz drgIll
K*o(t,5) r*r(4, 6) E (5, 6i 7, B) 9 0, a) (r'r)

The J anti 4 refer to the four-vectors, x! and x*, sPecifYing positions

of the two particles a

as defined by FeYnm"rr').

Gl| -M)x*o(1,5)

and b, and K
+

K satisfies the equation
+c

Si (r, +)

are the nucleon propagatorsK
+bq

where É=V.Y =>t.,, +

K .. õ' i" the ínteraction function ancl the inhòmogeneous term ?o,a ,
+b

is the free particle wave function.

fhe equation (f.f) can be converted. into an integro-differential

equation by apprying the operator G4" - M") (tfr-t - tr) to g'iv"
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(rþ"'- u,) (tl*' - Mr) I 3,+) dT3. d T6

E(t,4¡j,6)Yß,ø) (r.e)

The general interaction function G, is a sum of the contributions from all

possible Fe¡mman graphs that can be constructed for the interaction. I'Ie

can write

(m)
83,4;5,6) c (t, 4; j, 6)

where the right hand. eide is the sum over all irreducible graphs, anil can

be ordered i.n powers of the coupling constant 8^. llhen the coup)-ing

constent is emall this may be looked. upon as an asymtotic seri.es, and if ¡+e

(r)
only retain the first tern C"' , then we take into account alI inter-

actions of the tyPe

+

fhis is usually known as the lad.der approximation. In using this forn of

interaction, ne are aseì¡ning that there is only one meson being exchanged.

at arqr one time, ancl g¡aphs invotwing crosseil meson lines are excluded..

If we were to incl-ude the next higher order term, it would. be proportional

to g+ and woultl include alJ- Feynnan diagrams which can be reduced. to the

++
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folloring ireducible graphs.

If the coupling constant ie snaÌJ-, then including only ladder ty¡le

graphs shouLd. be a good approrimatlon, since the probability of find'ing

two or more virtual mesons in the field wiLl be very sma]-J-. The currently

accepted value of g'n -- L4 for the pion-nucleon coupling constant seems

to invalidate tbis approrlnation, but recent success of the one boson

exchange theory, to be discussed. in section L.4), g'ives some justification

for its use" ft is one of the aims of this work to test the validity of

the one boson exchange theory by deternining the effects of lr-igher order

contribution^s from the lad,der ctiagrans. Actually, by considering vector

neson6, w¡-ich nay be looked. upon aÉt resonant states of the pseudo-scalar

mego¡st, Ìre s.re in effect including sone forms of crossed meson diagrams.

However, to what extent this is effective, is difficuLt to say.

Erom now on Ïre eha1l restrict ourselves to the lad'der approximation
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where 6 = ct'1 - Gt') is of the'sinpre form, e (1, +) S* (1, ç).

E*(+,e), and. enables the ttouble integral of equation (f.Z) to be carried

out to give

(iftr' -M") Gl*' -M¡) 9ß,+) = io(7,Ð V3,Ð 0.1)

tr\rrthermore, c (¡, +) is given by

e(1,ù = er (1,Ð8, lT,

where l, ana [1 , the vertex parts, ere Dirac rnatrices operating on

particles a and b respectively. fhe index T represents summation

over different operator couponents and Gr (1, ù is the quantun

propagator, which is a function of the relative coordinates, xc - x+

only.

For nucleons interecting through a meson field', Gr (1, +) is the

covariant Tukawa potential , which in momentì.rm space can be written as

v (g, q") G
.Þ.

z 4tf
2 g"+¡t'-g? (r.+)

where g. is the relative momentum, 9o Íg the rel-ative enersr' 
"nd /

is the neson mass. E\ren with this relatively simp]-e form of interaction'

equation (t.l) has not been soÌved exactly, and. is very difficul-t to work

with. Eence we adopt the instantaneous interaction approrimation, which

corresponcls to the neglect of q3 with respect to g." * l" in (r''4)'

In tnlcir¡g the Fourier transfo:m of (f .+), we find that
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V (r, t) E@{cí
¡ã-

2 r

so that V (r, t) i.s zero except when the relative tirne t is zero.

Physically, this corresponcie to neglect of retardation, or the time it

takes for the nucleons to exchange the neson, i.e. infinite ¡neson veì-ocity.

This shouttl be a valid approximation in the non-relativistic region at

least, where the velocity of the nucleons is sma]I relative to the virtual

iÌìeson velocity. It shoultt be noted that the instantaneous interaetion

approrimation is not in itseLf a non-covariant approxination and will l-ead'

to a cova¡iant continuity equation for the B-S wave function.

In the following work we wiII use the bi-spinor representation' fne

operators for particle a act fron the right, and of particle b from the

left, and the B-S wave equatÍon becomes

(tl,-M) P 6t -M) = 2íE (t)v(r) r(ãt¿Y r¿)F*
(r. >)

where the asterisk Ìr|Ll always denote hernitian coajugation. In charge

indepenclent rneson theory, the operator 4 E;-- E; has the eigenvalue

-1 for the isotopic spin singlet state, and +l for the Ísotopic spin

triplet state. f depends on the type of interaction and is I, i yr ,

or í YF , for scalar (scafar), pseud.o-ecalar (pseud'o-scalar) and vector

(vector) interactions respectively.

The most general interaction would include the effects of pseudo-

vector a¡rd. tensor mesons, as we).1 as derivative couplings for each of the



fiel-tls. îhere ie no erperimentaÌ ewidence for a pseudo-vector neson

w¡ich could. contribute to the nucleon-nucleon potential, but the ex-istence

of a number of spin 2 resonances has been erperimentall-y verified..

Ilowever, such resonances as the 3 and fo would only give very short

range forces because of thelr large nassea, and. their effects woul-d be

negligibte except at very bigh energies.

It Ís nell kno¡rn that to first order in the coupling constants, the

" 
(") contribution is zeTo, a¡rct the ps (pv) and, p" (ps) contributior-s

are equivalent, so that if these couplings did contribute, their effects

wouLd not appear in the non-relativistic region in which Ì{e are nainly

interested. The onJ-y derivative coupling comnod.y used 1s that of the

vector (t"nsor) field. Eowever, it is hoped that thÍs will not be

required, an¿ we rill restrict ourselves to the s(e), ps(ps) an¿ "(")
theorles

Íhe equatioo (f.5) for a conbination of these fietds, becomes

Gl, -M) YtrP" -M) 2i 5(t) v, (') P * v^ (r) Y'9 Y"

+ v, (r) t' 9 Yrl (r.s)

r.¡here V, ("), V^(t) anct V.(t) are the seaÌar, pseud.o-scalar, and. vector

meson Yukawa potentials respectively, and the isotopic spin operators have

been incorporated 1n the V(r)ts. Equation (f.O) is written for one meson

of each type, but can be extencled. to include any mrmber of nesons by add'ing
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terms of the appropriate t¡rpe of interaction anil meson mass.

equation that vill be investigatect fully in this work'

[his is the

f .z) Sunnarv of previous work on the sol-ution of the ÈS equation

This section can be rlivid.ed. into two parts; (a), when the interacting

particles are bosonsr tûd' (¡), wt¡en they are fe:mions' Tne scalar

particle case has received far more attention becar¡se of the relative

sinplicity of the problem conpared. with the spin å case' Eowever, it has

the ttisadvantage that experimental data fron scalar particle interactions'

e.g. pion-pion, is scarce, and it cannot be applied realistically to

nucleon-nucleon ínteractions for which there exists a set of reasonably

accurate d.ata. this neans that we have to tr¡rn to the case of interacting

fernions to test the Ès theory for strong interactions.

The Ès equation, in the ladder and instantaneous interaction

approrimations, has been applied successfully to the nass correction of

Ìrydrogen-fine-stn¡cture by Salpet 
""1) 

, and the spectrum of positronium

by KLein4), 
"h"t" 

the coupling constant is small. However the valídity of

the latlcler approrimation for strong interactions has not yet been proved'

because !n all solutions to date, it hae not been possibLe to estimate the

physical effects of other approrinations used 1n solvlng the ÞS equation'
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(") The ÞS equatíon for spinlese particl-es takes on a very simple forn

in the ladder approrination. Tne B-S wave function is siroply a function

of the four vectors of the two particles and. does not involve Dirac

matrices. The usual way of solving this equation is to use a method

based on that or wictr5) and Cutkosor6). I{ick considered a bound state

and obtained. a boundary cond.ition at t - L oo for the four-d.inensior¡al

wave function. The condition implied that the wave function could be

continued anaì.ytically to conaplex values of the relative ti¡le variabie (or

relative enerry) anti it wae allowable to cor¡sid.er the wave function for

purely imaginary values of t or go. A wave f\¡nction satisfied. by tìrie

functlon was obtained by rotation of the integration path in the complex

plane of eo. îhis was applÍeti to two particles bound by a zero mass

sealar field and coulci be reduced to an eigenvalue of the Stru-n-Liouville

t¡pe. Cutkosþ, in a subsequent paper, found these analytical solutions.

The method of r¿ick avoid.s the use of the instantaneous interaction

approximation and has been used subsequently with a number of roodifications.

Early work on the subject nay be foLlowed through the works of Scarf7),

e"""o8), ,"o9), and t<t":.o10).

Okubo anct Feldm.rrtt) extend. the above method to ladder rliagrams

lnvolving pair annihilation while stil-I using zero nass mesons for spinless

nucleons-anti-nucleons in the bound state. fhey perform a self-enerry

subtraction and, fintt the enerry eigenvalues as a function of the coupJ-ing
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cor¡stant.

. 12)Voeko^-' gives a procedure for fintting approrinate solutions of the

ÈS equation for ecalar particles interacting via a massless field. fhe

method. is based on a variational principle and. can be applied. to an

arbitrary interaction function of finite range. The results found

suggest that the effects of retardation are large when the fielcl has rnass.

Zemach and schwar trrT) use the l{ick rotation to imag:inary t and

fintt that the Euctidian Have equation ha*s a solution which behaves as Pn

orôinary Schrodinger scattering wave for Large un"á ]ike distances.

fbey use a rnod.ification of the Schwinger variational principle to

calculate scattering phase shifts for the lnteraction of two scalar

particles.

(U) For the case of tvro interacting fernions, the LS wave fi¡nction is a

J-6 component spinor and. the B-S equation is much nore conplicated.. this

is the more interestlng application of the covariant two body equation

since it can describe nucÌeons and electrons, about which we have a

consíderable anorint of erperi¡nental d'ata.

Green and Biswa"l4) r"d" a fuIIy covariant investigation of the LS

equation for a pair of nucl-eons interacting through the pseudo-scalar

fiel¿ inclucting pair creation and nucleon recoil. Their nethod was to

reduce the B-S equation to two coupled differential equations and they
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obtained natrix solutions of varying degrees of explicitness for

instantaneous and clelayecl interactions, vpnishing and non-vanishing meson

mass nnd, eners¡. In a subsequent paper, gi""t"t5) used the instantaneous

interaction and equated the coefficients of ind.ependent Y-matrices of the

coupled equations to obtain a set of L2 equationsr r+hich were then

integrated over the relative tine.

the bor¡¡tlary contlitÍon used for the reLative ti¡oe variable was an

exter¡sion to 4-dineneions of the usuaL one applied to the J-diner¡sionaL

Schrociinger Ìrave f\¡ncti-on. It sai¿l that the B-S wave function and its

first spatio-temporal derivative must be finite and. continuous ever¡rwhere.

The use of this boundary condition enabled. erplicit expressions for the

coefficient functions of the independent Í-natrices to be found..

Ee identified an equation lnvolvÍng a single function as representing

the spin singlet wave equation, end showecl that non-reLativistÍcaIly it

reduced to a Schrodinger type of equation with a cLassical Ïukawa

potential among emaller te:ms. A feature of the non-relativistic

potentiat waÁr ê sirrgularity at V(r) = M, nhere M is the nucLeon m&ss'

a¡{ V(") is the Yr¡kawa potentia).. Here the potential changeo frorn

strongty attractive to strongly repulsive via a singularity, ancl this was

interpreted, as a trsoft'f core.

As well as d.eriving a single equetion, (id,entified I'r'ith the spln

singlet interaction), Biswasl6) tt"o found a pair of coupled. equations,
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which were id,entifiect with the coufr-ea spin triplet 1 = J-t and I = i+l

states. As will be shown later, this identÍfication was not conect.

He derj.ved. the velocity ind.ependent poientials for these states and

obtainecl reasonable fits to Gar¡mel'"17) ph"rromeno)-ogical potentials usirg

the pion-nucleon coupling constant as the only adjustable paraneter.

ReÍnfe1dsl8'l-9) took the eol-utions for:¡d by Biswas for the pseud.o-

scalar fie1d, and put then into a simpler and rnore concise form. His

work consists principally of finding numerical solutions of the single

equation and the coupled equations g:iven by Biswas. Using the non-
1

relativistic approxinaation of erpanding the operator T = (lul - V")z in

powers of V"/M", the equations becone differential equations, which were

eolved. on a conputer using a power series nethod. First he found a val-ue

for the epin triplet 'rsoft" core rad.ius by fittlng the deuteron binding

enerry. the core rad.ius is sinpì-y related to the pion-nucleon coupling

constant and this r'ras then used. to calculate phase shifts from the single

and coupleci equations.

A probabiliüy density for the ÈS wave fu¡rction was also defined.

lhis differs from the one found from nore fundamentaL arguments in this

lrork, and the solution f,unctions could only approxinately be related to it.

Overal1, the significance of the functions in the physical- picture were

vague and not well understood, so that the results as presented., do not

have even qualitative significance, except perhaps for the spin singlet

state.
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Tt¡e results of most other authors on the subject of the B-S equation

appJ.ied to nucleons do not reach a stage where conperison with experiment

is possible" l{e ril-I briefly mention a few of these.

H. ïanamoto2o) starts vrith the B-S equation in the ladder approximation

for bound states of bosons and fermions. For fernions he uses pseud.o-

scalar coupling with iso-spin. Sol-ution of the exact equation is achieved

by replacing the interaction function by en invariant scalar, non-local

interaction of the form

=1r

lhis is unrealistic. v(p) is chosen so that for y = O it approaches

Cutkoskyts exact solution in the scalar particle case. fhe results are

relations between the coupl-ing constant and the binding enerry and for

fernions the nqst favorable bound state is found to be that of total spin I

(i.". cleuteron). He uses these solutions to test the effect of negl-ecting

retardation and recoil- and concludes that the neglect of retardation is

qualitatively a gootl approxination for charge triplet, spin 0, even parity

etates, and charge singlet, spin I, even parity states. It is not good

for. other states. A feature of the solution is that it mixes S and D

states of the deuteron with the P state in the reLativistic terms, but

this ie no doubt due to the approrimations used.

A. Swift and B. 1,""21) consider a nod.el for fer¡rion-antifermion

I tn - x)" + y"7 ö (r.) ¿-r v (t) Þ (t) ¿..t c"(p)(p)
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scattering nediated by pseudo-scalar bosons in the ladder approximation'

Íhey decompose the Ès equation into partial llaves and continue the result-

ing equations into the complex angular momentum plane. ltrey find that

tryedholn theory is not applicable because the kernels of their integral

equations are not square integfable. However, they obtain solutions in

the weak coupling, low enerry litit by using an iterative scheme' They

also use the optical theoren to calculate the total cross-section for

fermion - anti-ferrrion annihilation'

1,f. Kunner22) irro"utigates properties of the B-s equation for two

ferrnions with equal masses, mediatecl þ a nassless vector particle. Ee

finds that alL continuous solutions have a highly singular beha\,:lour at

the origin.

N. Nakqnl 
"1o27) 

fincls exact solutions in closed form, of the B-S

equation for zero enerry bouncl states of two spinor particles exchanging

nassless mesons in the ladder approrination. He also calculates the high

energ'y total cross-gection.

Fron these it can be seen that very little of the work is capable of

d.escribing the true pÌ¡ysical situation for nucÌeon-nucleon Ínteractions'

and. most of the solutions are nore of nathematical than physicai interest'

the work of Bj.swas a¡rd Reinfelds attempted to retain only the instantaneous

interaction approxination besides the r¡suaÌ lad'der approrimation, so that

if these soÌutions can be properly interpreteil, they may be expected to
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give a description of the physical situation. As nentioned before, the

effect of these approrimations is ì¡nlmonn, so that an exact solution in

thls case rill give an indication of their validity.

r.ù Sumrnaqr of present work

llre scope of this work is to solve and interpret fully, the equation

(f .O). Íhe nethod. of solution used by Green and Biswaa lras initially

d.erived. to investigate a nore general form of interaction than the

Ínstantaneous interaction. their technique was to reduce the B-S equation

to two coupled differential equations, and introduce a third. The B-S

wave function ¡¡as then expressed. as a srrIn of the four eigenfunctlons of

the nucleon-nucleon system, and lecl to a system of twelve coupled equations.

With the íntroduction of the instantaneous interaction approximation, the

integrat over the relative time could. be carried out and the boundary

conditions enabled equations, satisfied by functior¡s d.epending only on the

relative radial coordinate, to be found.

For the pseudo-scalar interaction, their nethod and. ours a¡e

equivalent, and would Lead to the ssme resuÌts. However, their rnethod

cannot be extended to lnclude other ty¡res of interactions, and, it is in

fact unnecesaary to go. t.hrough their lengthy and involved procedure to
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obtain solutions in the lnstantaneous interaction case. In chapter Ir,

the equatioo (f .O) is sol-ved by a very straightforvard. rnethod which can be

applied to ar¡y instantaneous interaction'

To find the physical significence of these solutions' it is necessaÐr

to obtain a physical quantity ertrlressed' in terms of the solution firnctione '

This is usually done by means of a continuity equation, the derivation of

which, for the B-S rave function, has always been an outstand'ing problen'

The nethod. presented in chapter III is basicall-y sinple' and' I'ead's to a

covariant continuity equation invoLving the physical B-S wave function'

our nethod of forring a continuity equation is more fundamental than

the one used. by Reinfelds, and gives a somewhat d'ifferent result' the

probability density obtained, fTon the continuity equation ca¡r be expreseed

exactly in terns of the solution fi¡nctions, enabling an accurate 
¡

itlentlficatlon of ou¡ solutions wilh Schrodinger wave functions'

rde find that the solution identifiett by Biswas asl the spin singlet

state, d.oee represent this etate outside the region of lnteraction' ltre

al-so find eolutions for the opin triplet 1= i state, I'hich were exclud'ed

by restríctions imposed on the relative time d'ependence of the solution

functions. Each of these states is describecl by two functions, x e¡d-

Ïf , and. the probabiJ.ity density is given bv f = x*w * 'w*x. outside the

interaction reg'ion, x = Irr and the probability density reduces to the

conventíonal fom" llhen calculating phase shifte' Ife are only interested
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in the wave functions outside the interaction region, so that x and' Ït

g.ive the sanne reaults, and lre are free to identify either with the

Schrodinger wave firnction.

îhe coupled states are d.escribed by four fi¡¡ctions which satisfy two

paire of coupled equations. Ttre two coupled eguations found by Biswas

approxinately correspond to one of the Pair, and were interpreted as

representing the wave equations for the coupled states. Íhis, however,

is incorrect as is ehoï'n by the probabíLity density' and- the fact thai

unitarity was not satisfied. AIl four functions contribute to the wave

functior¡s of both the coupled states, and. in chapter IV a method is given

whereby the phase shifts for these states can be calculated using the

probability densitY.

lfe therefore obtain a complete description of the nucleon-nucleon

system as given by the B-S equation in the ladd'er and insta¡taneous

interaction approrinations. By working in nomentum space' ¡Ie êvoid ;

naking aqf non-relativietic approxirnationsr so that from our results we

ehoul-d be able to nake erone conclusive obeervations regarding the valid'ity

of the two apProrinations uged.

It is noted, that the trsoft[ core found by Biswas d'oes not appear in

ou¡ solutions, and. we conclud.e that it was a resul-t of the non-relativlstic

approxinatj-ons used in obtaining the tiifferential- equations. fhe

potentials found., can be written as a first ord'er and a second' order tern

in the Tukawa potentials. The first term, proportionaJ- to 8", is
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readiLy identifiecl as the one boson exchange (O¡n) potential. îhe second,

tert is proportional to B+, a¡rd gÉves the higher order contributions of

the lad.der graphs. the appearance of the OBE term is significant, anti

enables a direct conparison with the 03E theory to be mad.e.

lhe bosons to be investigated are the ones currentì-y used in the OBE

theory of nucleon forces, and except for the scalar boson, are well

cleternined experinentally. Below we list these bosons, with their ünqsêsr

spins,aad parity.

I-SpÍn Paritv
Scalar boson (o')

ll

I

f
lA)

fhe coupling constants of these mesons to the nucleon will be used. as

atljustable parameters, since the only coupling constant we have any

knowletige of Ís the pion-nucleon coupling constant gi, . fhe scalar

boson, which wilL be denoted by t , has no experimental basis' and its

nass is usually used as an ad.ditionaì- parameter. the OBE theory requires

the maes of the scalax rneson to be in the range 5OO - ?00 Mev., and. it is

necessarJr to ca¡rcel, the central attractive force of the &r-meson. In the

nert section, we will brlefly diecuss the one boson exchange theory of

tutass (Uev. )
100 - f00

Spin
1

0

o

I

I

r77

540

750

780

+0

l_

0

I

0
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nucLeon forces and its applications.

r.4) One boson exchange

Because the following theory to first order in g' gives the one

boson exchange potentials, rre w'ill briefly discuss to what extent and. use

r
the theory ls put in nucleon physic's. the OBE (one boson exchange) graph

Tg

where the dottetl line represents the only neson exchanged in the inter-

action. Before the discovery of the heavier mesons, the OBE theory was

restrictect to the one pion exchange (Opg) theory which, because of the

large velue of the pion-nucleon coupllng constant' could onì-y be applied

to low energy and. hieh angular momentun interactior¡s.

îre OPE theory is used. with success in phase shift analysis of

nucleon-nucleon scattering cross-sectior¡s. It was found by Cziffra

et al .'4) ,n^, by using the OPE potential phase shifts for the higher

partial wavee, anti OPE contributions to the lower ones, data fits were

improved, and corsiderably reducad the number of parametere required. in
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the search procedures. Ttris hes now become stand.ard practice in phase

shíft anal¡rsis " It also enables a value of the pion coupling constant

C; to be deternined., and ís found to have the cunently accepted value of

about 14.

With the discovery of the -, f and. nt nesona, it was reasonabl-e to

calculate potentials based on the OBE interaction. [his, to a certain

extent, can be considered as including sone two and three pion exchanges,

since these nesons can be regarded as resonance states of pions. The use

of these bosons hence gives some justification to extend. the method of OBE

to tr-igher energies than allowed for the OPE, and the calculations are

usually talcen to the non-relativistic limit of J00 Mev.

Probably the most extensive calcul-ations using the OBE theory are by

Sawad.a, Ueda, I{atari and. ïonez ^*u'5). They find rather good fits to phase

shifts for Í )t 2 using the above nentioned bosons, plus an undetectecl

scalar boson which is found to be necessary. lhis scal-ar boson is also

found to be required by othersr e.8. Bryan *rr¿ s"ott26). Oee OBE theory

is usually restricteil to I, ), Z, since below this mar¡¡ more compticated

processes are aEaì¡mecl to contribute.

rno, Matsuda a¡rd st"a.27) have exaninett the usefulness of roore

recently founcl pion resonances such as the fo, ? ancl B nesoff¡. They

finrl that the f" neson inprovee results, bnrt the V and B are not

necessarJ¡. Because of the Euccess of the OBE and OPE theories, efforte

have been nade to deduce the effect of the two pion exchange (rpu) inter-



action. e.g. eopt"28), rhnrlchi'9), cotrro¡*î), Gotsnan]l) 
".rd 

s"to

Eorever, the results generally lntitcate that the IPE effect is not

signlficant ercept at relativistic energ'ies.

20.

12)

fn sunmaxízi-ng, 1t may be saicl that there is considerable eviclence

for the 1¡alÍdity of the OPE ancl 03E ¡nodel at energies below 100 Mev., and

that the piornnucleon coupling constant is rea^souably welL established. on

basis of the OPE theory.
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CI{APîIN. II

SOIUîION OF îI{E BEME-SAI,PEîER EQUATIOI'í

fn thls chapter we solve equati-on (f.O) for the B-S wave function 9.

Firstly, the depenilence of I on the relative time variable t wil-1 be

exa¡níned. lhe physical significance of t is not very weÌI un,lerstoocì,
14)

but we wllI use the same method. as e,n.oloyed by Biswas and Green to oeal

with it. fhis consists of requiring that I i" firtite and continuous for

all t, and approaches zero as f, '+ s oo . Fine1.ì-y the equation r¡ill be

integrated over all t.

For the form of I we r¡'ill talce the most general Dirac roatrix which is

a l-inear combination of the 16 independent V-matrices. ìle rt'iLL use the

four eigenstates of the nucl-eon-nucleon systern to express the indepenrlent

Dirac matrices in P so that the coefficient functions wilì- clepend on the

radial coordinate or the momentr:rn only. By this metbod it is possible to

find equations involving the coefficient functions onì-y and they r,riil be

solved nunerically at a later stage.

Eere, not much wilL be saitl about the physical significance of the co-

efficient functions. lhe physieaì- interpretation of our sol-ution will be

dealt with in tbe next chapter rvhere a continuity equation is d.erived. and

the probabilit¡r density is expressed in terms of the coefficient functions.
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The derivation of a probability density is very important, as it will

enabfe us to relate our coefficient functions to physícal wave functions

and lead to a method for calculating phase shifts '

Throughout this work, the centre of mass systenr is used so that the

Components of the enerry-momenturo four-vector of the centre of mass are

(0, O, O, 2E) where E is half the total energ'y of the system'

fhe following notation will also be used.:

t = t, + t. is the physical time of the systen

f, = t, - t" is the relative tirne

r = lxl = lë, - å"1 ie the relative radiaL coord'inate

ts-t þ, - 9'l is the relative momentum coord'inate

E i2-" Naturalu¡rits, 4= c=1,
ef

rrill be used throwhout.

The operators D and D+, where

D Y.(i, r.V n X)

and D* is its hermitian conjugate

(¿r.y *m)Y.

will also be used extensivelY.

q.

I
D

In order to avoid the non-rel,ativistic approlrimåtion of erpanding the

I

operator 'T = (U' -¿)ã j.n powers of A /tul*, we wilt use the momentun

representa.tion for most of the work. This means that the operator D
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1

becomes ft(-X..g- + M), r = (q' + Mt)ã and the v(t) acfing on V

becone integgal operators. ftre advantages of working in monentum space

will become obvious as Ìre proceed'.

2,I) Depend.ence on the relative time of the B-S wave function

In section 1.2) it was shown that by use of the co-spinor represent-

ation, the B-S equation for two nucleons interacting through the ladder and.

lnstantaneous interactiOn approximations can be written as

(tþ,-ÐY(¿t^ -rï) = zi 6k)lln I + VvtY"f Yr

+ vt) Yr y Y'l (z.r)

Vt"> ' t - tl¿eT
t 

r-tt
* (¡)
l¿ (z.z)

Íhe V(r) | s ere Tuka¡ra potentials of the form

L

where ¡t; is the

matricies, and gi

mesðn mersls, En' and. É'' are the usual isotopj-c spin,

is the nucleon-meson coupling constant.

'rle wil-L write equation (z.l) *

t (r. tì)Y. + ü-rv -r] ylf E -t3)v* -tr'v Ml
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2; t&llÁø Y + Vt'tv'I Y" * V,v) YrVY"f (z.t)

or, on enploying the D* oPerator,

(E - D"+ u f,) V(e - D" - ti) = 2it(b)[ vt) Y*YYn

+ Vv) r* Y'Y Y'Yn + V tr¡ Y. Yr Y Y' Y. 7 (2.+)

ff there is no interaction, then the right hand side of equatio" (2.+)

is zero, and we can write down the t-dependence of f by soluing the

homogeneous differential equation in t. Keeping in mincl that the order

of operators is important, the general eolution is

y = "i(u-ur)t 
A + B "-i(u-r)t

where Á, anrl B are Dirac matrieès¡. Horvever, if we include an instant-

aneous interaction, a general solution is given by

v i(n-n*)t (x+r ssn t) + (x' +Y' sen t) e-i 
(r-n*) t (z.s)

lhis is the form of soLution for any instantaneous ir¡teraction and.

d.oes not depenrl upon the type of fiel-d mediating ihe interaction. in

principle it should be possible to apply this method to other functions

than the E-function which is the inhomogeneous terrc in our case, but

fincting the solution may be rather difficul-t. lfe will no¡r proceed to
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examine the effects of the boundary conditions ot I

-t

2.2) Bound.arv Conditions

Firstly, we must have V O asr ltl* + - T,et the eigenvalue

of the operator F acting on X + T sgn t be a, so that

p* (x + T ssn t.) a(x+Tsent) (z.a)

then

!n+' (x + r scï¡ t) a'(x+Tssnt)

2 so we mustIborn the'definition of D* we know that D* T

choose a=åT.

To implement the bound.ary condition at t = + "a , the nucleon mass is

taken to have a snall positive imaginary Pæt, so that for the first term

of equatio" (Z.S) to go to zero as ltl .-t - we rnust have a = -1 for

t)0 and 6=*T for t(0.

1.e

a = -Tsgnt

Similarly, if

4 q^+M'
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(x' * Tr sgn t) P* (x' * T' sgn t) a' (z.t)

we must choose

ar = lsgnt

a¡rtt the solution çZ-S) becomes

"i(nlfl 
+nt) (x + ï sgn t) + (x, + y, sg:r t) "i(t 

ltt-ut) (z.s)

Reinfelds put the solution found by 3íswas for the pseudoscalar

interaction into this concise forn, but it ie obviously possible for any

instantåneous interaction.

. The bound.ary cond.itions also require the wave function to be

continuous for all t Hence for f to be contir¡t¡ous at t = 0, we must

have

y = _ï, (z.g)

He eari use this and equations (e.6) and, (Z.l) to write I itt a more useful

fo:m. trbom equation (2.6) we have

u,r (x + y sen t) -Tssnt(X+Ysent)

which g'ives

Dfx _fy and Drry = -TX

since X e¡tl T are independ'ent of t' Therefore
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-!lx
T

an<ì similarly from equations (z.l) ana (e.g)

Y

Í -x'!*
I

(2. ro)

(2. rr)

Using these, the ex¡rression for I now becomeÈ;

y = "t(tltl+Et)CJ- ¿- ssn t) x + x' (r + ¿* scn t) ei(lltl-Bt)
îI

i(n-o*)t (r - l* sc'tr t) x + xr (t * l* sgn t) e-i 
(n-¡") t

=e
î I (z.rz)

fhus, by use of the bound.ary conditions, we have shown that I

depencls on two Dirac matrices: X and Xr whieh are to be deternined.

Qne relation between X antl Xr is given by ec¡uations (e.10) and (e.ff ).

lhis is

D* x = x' Dlr (2.ú)

Another relation can be found. by substitrrting the f given by (Z.fZ) into

equation (2.+) andintegratingover t fro¡o t=-æ to t=*ao. lhis

gives

t(x + x') - E (n*x + x'D*) v, X*(x + x') Y'
T

f, y'(x + x')y'Y* * v. Y*Y^(x + x') Yo Y* (z.t+)*Vt
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The two equatlons (Z.t>) ana (2.I4) are sufficient to determine the Dirac

matrlcès' X and Xr.

this in some ¡rays compaïes with the results found by Biswas and

e4pressed by Reinfelds. I{e have derived. a more generaÌ resuÌt by a much

simpler and straight forward method. In the follo,,.ring section we will

express X and Xr as a Linear combination of independent Dirac matrices,-

muJ-tipì-ied by coefficient functions depending on the nomentum q only.

lhe notation used will differ from that used by Reinfelrls and wil-I enable

erptiiit erpressions to be found. for al1 the relevant firnctions. Al,so, no

restriction€t are irnposed on the t-parity of the soLution functions as vras

done by Biswas, since this eliininates certain solutions that are physicalì-y

neaningful.

We note that it should be possible to expand the interaction potential

J-n powers of the relative energJ¡ qi of which the first term is the

ínstantaneous interaction approximation. The four dimensi-onaì- propagator

in momentum space is given by

v(g, q. ) cLb 4l
2 g-'+lt'-qï

Assu¡ning that ¡¡ + ¡l')) qÎ , we can erpand this in powels of qi to give

V(g, q. ) = gn 4í
2 (g'+s')

I + qo' + ql _+ - - -
s: ilr Gi* /: )^ I

_l

and upon taking the transforn with respect to the relative enersr, airive at
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v(g, t) ll
If the second. order te:rn is inciuded, then it resulte in the adclition of

terms of the form v'[(n - D])'x * x' 1n - o")jto terms of order

V(X+ X') which form the left hand side of equation (Z.t+). Here V'is

the integrar operator Éf 4í dg'

,)(gdri¿]"
and. V ie 4iî dg' acting on functions of gr. AIso, we

2 (g-q')'+rt^

know that DË' = î' so that the operator D* scting on X anrl Xr

produces a factor of order T (".S. see section 3.2) and. hence the

expression (n - ¡*¡" x * x' (u - o*¡' is of order e* (x + x').
M.

From th-is it can be seen that non-relatir¡istically lre are justified

in neglecting the second and higher order ter¡rs Ín the erpansion with

respect to the relative eneÌgy. fhis approximation invol-ves the neglect

of terms of ord.er -d. V' with respect to V, where V is the Yukawa
M'

potentÍal and will not affect the non-relativistic interaction.
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2 J) Form of X ancì Xl

The most general form of X and. Xr is a linear conbination of the

sixteen independent f -natrices. these will- be expressed in tem.s of the

eigenfunctions of 4* , where { is the total angular momentum of the system.

16)ötsrfas glves rhe eigenfunctions in the coordinate leplesentation

corresponding to the four different states the nucleon-nucfeon system.

lransforrned to momentum spaoe' for a given angular momentr¡,n i , these are

I js 0 spin singlet state

j+'

a

A"

P, V,
J

v.

I

I

t

lt,r'

ì

i-t

= j+l

ct_

ú-
ll -

tJ/ -t2

vr=

'l spin triplet state

(q,f'* s.f') q-' P\V"Yn

i Ít Pj-, - (r, x' * n'l') q-' tj-,

(¡+'l) ¡' p¡+ì + (q., [' + q.f') n-' tj* t (z.is)

where I and j are the orbital and total angular monentum resnectively,

S is the total spin of the system, and

P (.r,/q.)
j+,P

P )(x P. (")
Jj

In order to obtain an expression involving 16 inciependent Í-matrices

using the functions Y. , Y, , V' and. % , r" have to take a 1i-near

combination of these, each multiptied by f , X', Yr ancl Y*Yt ' this



gives us 16 ind.ependent Dirac matrices expressed. in terms of the eigen-

functions of the nucleon-nucleon system. They wil-I be riultiplJ-ed' by

sixteen u¡rknown functions depending on the momentum q only since the

angrlar dependence is contained- in the Vts'

fherefore we will write

JI

ä [*, *i + 'iY, Y' * viYi Y' + "tY iYrY'\ (2.rc)Y

Yl- ¿

where the ti

[*iY, + xi Vi Y* * rrYi Y' + z'.YrY- Y'l (2. rz)

wl
1

x,
I

x{ , etc. o-re functions of q onlY.

I,te will nolr proceed. to substitute expression" (2.1-6) and (e.f?) ittto

equations (z.tì ana (2.14), anrl by equating coefficients of the independ-

ent Dirac matrices, find equations involving the coefficient functions '

The expressj.oris i.nvolving the first two terms, Vi ano f 1f*, *u

independent of the expressions involving the terms:-., Y. It ana Y, Y"Yt

fhat is, the interaction ruixes tenns in V. and. V, Y* but not 'o Yi

and V. Yt or Y. Y.f i Physically thls corresponri.s to parity con.servation
'i 1

of the nucleon-nucleon interaction.

For ease of handling, the two cases will be eonsioered separately so

that firstly, we will consider X and Xr as a function of the Vi and'

V Y* onrv.
l_
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2.4) T?re l' and. V

In this cese we use

x

t.gV,

l,s, Y, v, Y.g

lfl etc.

V,!".s. =

Y' !-.s- =

[*rV, * *. VrY*]

f"iYr+xlYrI-]

o (¡Y, - (¡ +t)Y,)y*

On putting (e.fe) into (2.11) vfe obtain the following eight equations'

)

2
o

Xl= t
d:o

(e . re)

Substituting these. into (Z.tù ana (2.14) and ecluating coefficients of the

Vt" a¡rd. V Y"ts, leads to 16 equa.tions in 16 u¡i<nor^m functions of q'

lùe will emploY the notation that

+ Ïfx
f=

+ =Xolwrx

the effect of f.g in Yt =

This is given bY the relations

Ç !..9,+ iu) X* on the Y'" is also required'

oo

Y.g V" =

r.g, % =

2J+l

-q(j v, -Y, )

-q(¡¡+t) V. *V )

.g.(iY"*Y,)

- q. ((¡+i) % -Y' ) (z.rr)

(z.zo)

(z.zt)

(z.zz)

(z.zt)

Mxo = q(¡ "l - (i+rl *l)

= -e(wr-";)

= - --s- ("1 - (j + t) *i)
2j+l

M*l

Mi

o
2j+1.

(n,* + i+M", wf



anil Ìre e)qpand. V(9. - g.') as follows¡

v(s. - e') t a 4íî
2 (g. - g-')'*/,'

where cos 0 s.s' / ls...q'l

and qt + qt' +l,l'
2qqt

q(¡*l+(j+l)xl)
'l ir

- 9 \x' 'xt)

- _s_ ( *l - (j + rl *i)
2i+l

+o ("1+¡xl)
- 2j+l

ÈL

Mwo

M vr,

+
14 wo

+Mr,

71.

(z.z+)

(z.zz)

(z.zø)

(z.zt)

Before we can write down the equations from equation (2.14), ttte

Tukawa potential terms have to be transformed to mornentum space' Now the

right hand side of equatio" (Z.q) involves a sum of terms of the forn

v(') a(r) V, (z.ze)

where Vi may be any of the functions in coord.inate space defined' in

(Z.tZ), an¿ l-s a function of the angular coord.inates on1y. 11he three

dimensional Fou¡ier transform of V(r) is

v(s.) 4í

r
t=9,

2

')+¡tG
a

8.
?

t

2 zqq¡(, - cos0)



Upon using the relation

74

A is the Legen<1re function of
n

= + (zo + r) 0.,(o) rr,(t)

where P is the Legend.re polynorniaÌ and'
n

the second kind, r¡Ie can wrj-te V(g - g'

then becomes

v(e - s.') { +fr | Q" + r) or,(r) P. (cos o )
2 Zqq' n

The transform of a term such as V(r) "(r) 
p.(cost), where cos0'=x,ft,

v(s- - s,') a(q') Pj (cos 0' ) dg'

4í-(zí)' 1 (zn + r) qr,(r) Prr(cos I ) "(q') Pi(cos g') ds'1E
¿ 2qq.'

ïihen the integration over the angular variables is carried out r"¡ith heì-p of

the aclclition theoren, the expression reduces to

I
iltt

q' dq' ar(") a(q') rr(t,/e)

lfe have used P, irrstead. of the Y. to show this, but the resul-ts hold

for the four d.ifferent Y's given in (z.rl). fhe subscript i of Q.(z)

is d.etermined by the spin angle function nrultiplying the V(")' It Lrilt

be j for Ll" and Y, , md i-¡ and. J+l for the terns irivolving Y-

a'd, % respectively, so ttrat the transform of v(") or.(") 91 is given

T.
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bvl
lfq

q' dq,' ar-., (") ". 
(e')j" v, etc.

(.,) and the argument of the Legendre function is

l- l,f

; r'

!'Ie wil-I write the transforrn of V, (") *,(") Yr Y, Y* as

. q. y* Y, Yn , so that .vf, . is the integral operator
J ' I'J

I"
t
tî

ez.trL
2

dq.t Q
J

= o" + q'' +/rizl
2qq.'

the notation employed v¡ill be to write the function x" = x,(q) on the

right of the operator if it is to be integrated. over, and to the l-eft if

it ls not incLucled. in the integral. IÏence

rhr
cr

q xof*t.l'a N,

2

q.' dq' Qj(r, ) * ,(q') Y" Y.YrI t'

)J ìíq

By using the commutation relations of the X'", r" can eLíninate the

Xi" and Xt'" from the right hand side of ecluation (2.14.).- ancl it

becomes convenient to define new operators as foll-owsl:

A.
J

41{ 9rj

I{ I'i + 2tú 3ri

lf +Tf 2W (z.zs')I'i 2

* ,,i - tt,J

B

IJ

+lI 7rJJ

C.
J

J
D j

lfe are now in a position to ecluate the coefficients of the V'" 411L1



VYit in (2.I4) to obtain eÍght more equatior¡s

+
'wo

+

J-r
q.

(r-rB.q)
qJ

(r-rD.q)
qJ

BI
q

+T

r+¡ì-¡= r I u "l - q.(¡ *l * (j + l) *l)i
f'L )

- r-- + t I +r-i= E I I{ x, * g (*, - "r/_l1L

E [-Mxì-.o ("]- (¡ * r) -l)]
1 L 2j+l

.-Èr
s) h,:=E f -Mxl- q ("1 +, -il

T L 2j+t
(r + r B¡..

= 
å [- "] - q (¡ "i+ (i * r) "i)_l

= Ë[-*l*n("ì-..1]
(t+rc..q) *:=E[-r,iwl- q ("1 -(i*t)",)l

;J-r- TL - Zj+1 _J

(r+ r c... q) "l=n i-r,r*l- o (*1 * ¡ *l)i
q J1' 1L Zj*l )

I"
B

c.(q.,q')

l.I

16

(z.tc)

(z.ti)

(z.zz)

(z.tt)

(z.t+)

(z.t>)

)( w"=+

(r-rA,q)*l
qJ

(r-rc fI
+

J
q.

Vlo =

) x

(2.rc)

('> z.t\

îhe equations (2.20) - (Z,zl) ana (2.10) - (z.ll) can now be solved.

to obtain lndiviilual equations fn wl, "L *I and xl, r¡hich rvill be sho,,,'n

to form the spín singl-et and l- = i spin triplet probability d.ensities -

Care must be taken to preserve the order of the functions and operators.

fn our notation two operators together represent a doubl-e integraì- e.q. if

+
jto

6

J
B (q, q') *l(q') aq'

+
(q', q") "l(n") dq" ,iq.'

then

+c. 18.
JT J

B

q,
-.4+ IVI

j
)

o
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I.
"I

irin,n,,) I
(q"' + M')

B (q",q,') dq." *nl(s,') ¿q'

be written as

where

ao

Iz J

o

using equations (z.ss), (z.ll), Q.zz), (z.zz), 2.2L), (z-25), Q.l+)

anA (Z.lO) fn that orcler, vre find, that x1 satisfies an equation which wiil

j+t-

(n'-T') **, = rKqxl

(.ic
2j+l

(z.T)

r(r - ^.)1,T JJ

q

K + .i+1 C

2j+'/.
(z.tg)

Maktng use of equation (2.=+) we also find an equation for +
'l{ 

o which we

will write as

(n' - r') (1 lfÏ)
(2.+o)

fn equatio" (Z.ZÐ K is an integral operator that nay be written as

-à["o,.lM'B'-q

r r'q(r 
",i)q

f^, 
æ' + (n - or) 

+ [ 
-' Bi ] n!:., ,i-, * fil¡ 

tr*, ,rji 
+

)q

I,
the q and qr

,tq.' K(q,q'). K then correeponds to the same integral onerator ¡r'ith

lnterchanged in the kernel, l.e. Kt is the operator

In our notation Kr would be written as' K(qt ,q).

K

For the numerical work the integral- operators are taken as squêre matrices,

in which case K" is the transpose of the ruatrix K. lfritten in fui)-,

equation (2.æ) r"



(p^ - t') **, (q) = -rifu 
þ l-n'f 

(q'+ u^) nr(q',q,')

Jo Þ

+ r,r* B.(q,q,) - .r n' [6 rr-, (q.,q') * 
ffi.r*, 

(n,nl)J

# l.-n" f 
*',i(q.,q,") - n n"Çh'r-, (q,q") r *r, 'i*, 

(n'n,'t]

I
(nna .r- ¡4r)ã

H=-1
T

+lHqw,
q

n

(2.+z)

-l 
å " ,l:ÌJ

A.(q",q.') dq."
J

*I(n') ac,'l
In a si¡ni1ar way, using equations (2.26), (Z.Zt), Q.Zø), (e.ZO) an¿

(z.Zz) in (2.15) e1.r"" an equation for "l'

Ìf(r'- t') +

where

c
¡

MJ n'o. *
tJ - q (.i+t" ¡

2j+1
+iB.&i+l

2j+l e
)j j-r

an¿ usíng equation (Z.lt) gives the following equation involvirrg *1.

(e'- r') (r xI)
(2.+=)

where the euperscript on Ht has the same meaning as before.

In the next chapter, it w111 be shown that "1 or n *l can be

directly Íd.entified with the spin singlet wave functiorr outsid.e the region

of interaction, whereas "I or r "1 corresponds to the spin triprei;

I = J wave function. The operators K and. H thus correspond to the

momentum space potentials of the spin singlet and 1 = i spin tripJ-et

I

s.

n'q (n "I)
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states respectivelY.

ft can be seen that the potentials consist of first order and. second.

ord.er ter¡ns in the Yukawa potential operators. It will be shoun that the

first order terns nay read1ly be Ídentified' with the one boson exchange

potentials, an¿ the Born approrimation phase shifts are listeri Ín seciion

4.ù. The second. ord-er ter¡ns must correspond to Ìrigher ord.er processes'

than the OBE, but are not readily identifiable r¿ith the two boson exch-ange

potential vrhich may be erpected to be next most important process in the

interaction.

To obtain solutions for the opposite parity states, we have to take

the X ard Xr as a sum of the f ts multip)-ied' by Ir and' V'Yt'

lhis we proceed to d.o now.

Y* Yg2.5)
f

This tine we take X and. Xr to be

z_
d'o

X ,iVi*urYrY*] Y'
I

Iri Yi*u:YrYr
ôzo

Xl=

Puttins these lnto equation (2.11) gives

l
t

Y (2.++)



¡
lr| zi

Mzn

M,,

+
NI z"

¿
Mvl

+
MY'

MY.

M¡

q(jyl_(j*r)yl)

-q (vl - y;)

_ ._ (yl - (j * l) y,)
2j+1

ti- q (vl*jv,)
zj+-l ,.)

q(jz;+(i+t.)zl)
ti *r

-q(z^-zt)

-_-_s.- Gl * (j * t) "I)2j+1

- q (rl+j,:,)
2i+1
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(2.+s)

(2.+¿)

(2.+t)

(e.+a)

(2.+g)

(z.so)

(z.st)

(z,sz)

(z.st)

(2.¡+)

(z.ss)

For the integral operators, we will nolìI use the notation

411+lf
ri 2ri-tfA.

J

B
J

,r.lo. q) vl = ffft 
,; - q(i v] + (¡ * t) r,)J

= fi[t";*q(v]-t)]

? j

c.
J

r

n,,i * *r,i

-w -.w + 2lü

j

I'i 2'i JrJ

iÍ 2rj

- 21rlD 3rj

where the llrs have the sarûe neaning as for the first solution, but the

A, B, C anct D are defined. differently. fhe equatio., (2.14) then gives

the following equations.

j

(r-rn
q

q
+

Yt)j
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(r-rp q) Y^

+q) J'

+ -Mr*^- a (y"-(¡*r) vl)t

i

I
J

j-r E

T

E

T
j+

(z.se)

(z.s't)

\¿.>ó )

(z.sg)

(2.øo)

(2. or)

(z.as)

q, 2i+ I

2j+l

2i+1

2j+l

2;j+.t rt

q

(r-ro
fI

j
I

J

(r-rA.q)
q"

(t+rc q) zl
+

çI
j

(r-rc
q

j-r q)

q) +

* q("f,, - ,;)l

-rqvl- q þI-(j*1)r,)

E

I
+

zo

= E [Mn-Ë | v¡

îL

= Et-
õL

+
oA

t
( E

T
Ll

J+
c1

q
r

ltor"--q(¡ ,L*(¡ +i) ":)]

I
.J

+ ,+-uvI- a (rT* j"l) ì
I

I)

Ttre equations (e.45) - Q.Sz) ana (2.5+) - (2.øt) yieì-d twc sets of

coupled equatíons for 
"1, 

tl and uL r*r. lhe elimination of the oiher

variables is straight forward but quite Lengthy. lt is found. that Vl
+

and. I¡ satisfy the two coupled equations

(p" - r') yl
(2.øz)

(u" - r') JI¡

++1Gq.y, + .i+l_lHq.y.
q 2j+l q

1T
.'l l-uqy, +ÅI'QYs

2j+1 q q.

+ +
and that z^ and z satisfyI

(u" - r') (r z1) G' q (r ,I) +.i+l L B' q (r ,1) Q.e+)1

q

(8" - r") (r "T) . i r- H'q, (r ul) * I F'q. (r ,I) Q.aç)
2j+1 q

The operators G, II, E and F are given by



(t

F

{
-1

T
M'(C )* .i

2j+7
+Dj-r j-r (q.A.q+C.

J J-I

q l

q l

¡\q)
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(z.ea)

(2.øt)

(2.øe)

+ j+.1 (s B. q * q'Dr-,) - u
2j+l J j-l

- .iaf= 9 B, g Ði_,
2j+7 rT ¿

t 1D
r

c

c. q .4,.
J-IE J

q
l-
,J

c- B.)
J

E = -r fri
å^r 

tJ

-l
2j+1

q-q'Do(o: j+t
1+

*oBjåor*, j-rc

-c

E = -r Irt q(aj - ¡.) q - q.' Dj_, * c¡*, e'

,åo¡*nBjåor-'

oAj+rË j

j+

+ { 
u'(c¡a, * D¡*, ) + ¡¡l- (n o, e + cr*, e")

. 
ã:., 

(q B¡ q - q'' oi*') - t'l'c¡+' 
fiD;*,

q--j-tråor.']
(2,øg)

fhese are the only useful reLations that can be obtained fro¡n the 1b

ecluations. AIl the other variables are zero, or can be given in terms of

++++yl, yt, ,', and z, but these relations will not be requireå'

In the next chapter we will show horv ,1, ,J, "I and' ,I form the

probabiì-itydensityforthel=j-land1=j+lspintripletstatesin

a rather complicated way. one of the equations, (z.n) or (2.40) is

- .i+l C

2j+1
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approrimately analogous to the spin singlet equation derived' b)' Biswas'

and. sol-ved by Reinfelds for the pseudo-scalar interaction case' In their

notation the other one could. not be written down explicitly. An equa'tj-on

corresponding to (2.+t) or (2.47),which will- give the I = i spin triplet

state, was not gÈven at all because restrictions imposed on the relative

time dependerrce of the solution funcl.ions eliminated it.

A pair of coupled equation^s approximately analogous to (Z.gZ) anA

(2.øù with yl arra yl identified. r¡ith the physical I = i-1. and 1 = j+l

wave f¡nctiOns, were also found by Bi-swa.s' and solved numerically by

Reinfetds. As we will see, Y: and. y: cannot even approximately be

identified. with the physical wave functions, since the four functions

yl, yl, ,l and ,: all contribute to both the spin triplet coupled

states.
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CEÀPTffi. III

THE BETT{E-SAIPETM. PROBABITITY DENSITY

the finding of a probability density for the Þs wave function has

alwaye been ar¡ outstanding probl-en. A knowl-edge of the probability

d.ensity it vital to the pl¡ysical interpretation of the theory, since the

meaning of the functions founci in the last chapter is not at all obvious '

AucockJJ) 
"o¿ 

atrcock and, Hootonl4) a""ioed a general covariant

erpression for the scalar product of two bound, states from general

consid.erations of translatio¡raI antl Lorentz invaria¡rce. this scal8x

product was eventually erpressed in terms of the B-S wave function and' its

conjugate. G.""nJ5) a"":.o"d a general theory of norrnalization ancl

interpretation of Fe¡mrnan nnplitudes from which the Allcock-Hooton method'

nay be d.erived a8 a special case. rhe tlifficulty of using either of

these two nethod.s arieee fron the fact that they do not indicate what tha

conjugate B-S wave function should be. It ca¡¡not be formed in the

conventionar way because the interaction function is purely imaginary and'

the hernitian conjugate of the B-S equation d'oes not lead to an acceptable

continuity equation.

ReinfeldslS) "tt"rptetl to overcone this problen by usirig equation

(Z.f+) and its hermitia¡r conJugate to construct a continuity equation'



Ilsing f = X + x' and. X= L (o+x + X'D*), he took the trace of
I

Y** Q.t4) - (e.r4)* " V which Íe

rr(Y*JX+âXt Y) + i rr(9* (rY) - (lV*)V) =0

4r.

(¡.0)
?t, ?t

Ee then itientifÍetl equation (1.0) witir

9e * Y.l
?T

0

yhere 7 is taken as * tt(V*X +X*9). To do this, he had to add a

perfect divergence to the first te¡rn of (f.O) and subtract it from the

second.. this is rather unsatÍsfactory ae the term added is by no means

unique an¿ the method does not leacl to a unique proba'oility density. Tne

method given in this chapter uses a nore fundamental approach and. gives a

somewhat ttifferent probability density. TLris probabiì'ity density w"iII

enable us to ictentify the functions found in Chapter fI with p\ysicaJ. wave

functions of the nucleon:nucleon system and will also lead to a nethod. for

calculating phase-shifts for the scattering.

Firetly, we define a 'fconjugaterf B-S equation wìr1ch is coniugate with

respect to the physicaL variables ¿ and. T onl-y, but not with respect to

the relatlve time variable t. This equation will be satisfie'l by the

function Þ ancl will enabLe a continuity equation to be found. fhe

continuity equation, depentting on the relative time, will then be

integlated over t from - oo to +oo. This is possÍble by virtue of
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our boundary cond.ition that the wave functions go to zel.o as ¡ --> J æ

. It will be founil that the wave function Ó obtained, fron the

integ¡ated trconjugatetr B-S wave eguation, corresponds to Y *, where V

is the wave function obtained frorn the integrated B-S equetion. this

proves that our tiefinition of the conJugate B-S equation is valid from the

pÌ¡ysical viewpoiat.

3.I) Derivation of the Probabilitv Densitv

Here we work in the nore familiar coord.inate representation so that

the B-S equation wÍll be written Ín the form

(t#*t*-D*) g (t#-iå-D',) =2í v,(') 5(t)Y"!Y(r,r)

the right ha¡r¿ eifle will be written for the scalar interaction only' but

the following applies to the general forn of interaction as given by

equation (2.+). Ïfe define a 'rconjugate'r B-S !{ave fi¡nction Õ which

satiefies a simj.la¡ equation to that satisfiect by I , but with D* -- D

) .?and i#--ífr,sothat

e6
)r E õ iy.!,6 = s.Y 6-1
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1.e. Þ eatisfies

( - i #* rft-nl A ( - i fr - t*- ù = 2t 6(t) v' fÉtrrrr.r,

As V and ö have to be equally capable of describing the physieal-

situation, we impose the same bor¡nclary conditions on the fwrction ç as¡

wereused.for V. Thesebeingthat @ --r O as t ¿èoo anclthat

f
it is continuous for all t. Uenc" the equation (1.2) for Õ can be

solved in exactly the same way as eguatio" (¡'f) was solved for I in

sections 2.I) anct 2.2), The solutions of (r.r) an¿ (l.z) are

This corresponds to 0

variablee x and'Í,

ö

beir¡g the conjugÞte of V in the physical

but not in the relative time variable t'

P ei(E-D,'+)t (r. - ft- "* t) x + x, ( r * å. "* t) "-i(E-n*)t

- "i(n-o)t 
(, - Ë ssn t) R + R, (, * ! sen t) "-i(E-l)t 3.t)

where R and Rr satisfy the equations

DR RID 3.+)

anil

r(n+R') - n (on +R'D) = v, Y' (n+R')Y*
$.t)î

and X and Xf satisfy (Z.tì.na (2.f4). ff we now take the hernitian

conjugate of equatio* (z.rl) an¿l çz.t+) we find



ß

DXf* x*D

ênd

n(x* + x'*) - E (o x'* + x*D) V, l+ (x* * ¡'*) Í*
f

so that on itlentiffrng these 1¿tn (5.5) and 3.ù we finct that R=Xr*

antl f,l - f,*.

We rill call I = X + Xf the physical or integrated' B-S wave

f\¡nction because |t clepends ouly on the physical' variables ¿ and f '

Sinilarly, the equation for 0 leads to the physical fi¡nctiou Ó = È * Rr,

where R and Rr satisfy the sane equations as xr* ancl x*. therefore

we have ltientlfiecl ø with the hemitian conjugate of the ph¡rsical B-S

wave f\¡nction 9*, and have shown that our ctefinition of a conjugate B-s

equation is physically acceptable.

Ìfe witl now uee equetions (l.t) ana (1.2) to construct a continuity

equatlon. thie 1e eesential for the lnterpretation of the various

coefficient f\¡¡ctions for.¡nd in the la,st chepter and fr.¡¡ther d,emonstrates

the u^sef\¡lness of our treatnent of the relative tí¡ne va¡iabIe. Usirg

A -MXç+I
?

2t

B -My{ -i
)

at

we can rewrlte (¡.r) and (¡.2) as
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and

where

Tr

0n erpancling, this becones

Tr

(t * .v v+ + a) g $L'xY" + B) = 2 .-Y,(r) 5(t)Y*VY* 3.a)

(-r*.YY+ +t) 0(-t*.Yt" +B) =z i v,(r) 5ft)Y"ÖY'O.t)

'*.'Y = tãt t--ig'Y
\

To obtaln the continr¡lty equation, we take * [ö . 3.a) - ß.ù, Y)

whlch gives

F -+ ? .-¿E

fottf..rr. +A) gGL.vY* +s)

-(-rfl.tt-+a) ö (-iî-'vr.*a) 
]

= o (r.a)

F-r<-..:t<-

þ t* 
YY'V tt,Yv"-t* YY* ö t*'YY" 9 +

õ(r 9 ) *fr.vY. oCifl .YY*9 ¡) + (rö) r?- YY*V

l
*r*..YYr (0¡)P + Þ(AP¡)-(¡õ¡)P = o ß.g)

[he p]rysicel continuit¡r equation is to be obtained by integrating

thie equation over a1l t. Together rrith the boundary condition that f

and A vanish at t = * ao , tre can write



5O

0r 2.! -I
¿g
2t IÐt

Y YtY (:,

(¡. ro)

YYl + B)

and. hence, und.er the trace

where j

implietl.

f-r

i_å*' I t i $ *'YY* + a') Y YY"

(¿ö)P = q19n) etc.

Therefore, the last two te¡ms of equatio" (¡.g) cancel, ancl it can be

rewritten as

tb +

+

On substituting back for A and B, we finally obtain

trr-ö (- i *.vr*+ B) + (-, tYY* + t) 6 vt-] *]J

)
]2x

*{;* foftn-il* r?l YYv(s-í*-t#)]VYV, +

=0

(¡. rr)

=0

3.tz)

Thr¡s we have shown that or¡¡ continuity equatio" (¡.4) 
' can be written in

the covariant forn

e.
2x j 0

* {yv*Þ (E -í-r?l+ (E- il*i ?l a rY.}E]]

is tbe four-vector current, and, integration over all t is

this result,which coultt have been e:çected fron our ful1y
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covariant theory, further justifies our nethocls. Trre probability density

ie g:iven by the fourth component of i, í.". f = i+, and. the probability

current by i.= (jtt jz, ir). trbom (l.tZ), the explicit expressions for

/ ^od I are

f =ï*{t

¿=å*

[tr-d*)f +P(o-5'-)] lorr-b)*(n-î) t] t]+

3.tt)
a¡¡d

{, I tr - d* * i ft) s ! y*+ ! y'p (e -5- - i fr*)]

. [-u r*Õ(E- b- r *) + (s- í* i fr) Q !.Yl*] 3.t+)

f¡is derivation applies equally wel]- to a general form of interaction,

and is not restricted to the ladder or instantaneous interaction

approximatlons. It is interesting to note that although we d.id not

d.efine the equation for A to be conJugate in the variable t'

conjugation Ís in a sense implied by the lntegration over t, æ is shown

by equatio" (¡.ro).

lle will now integrate (r.t|) to obtain the physical probability

clensity. Substituting the erpressions (1.ù to" V and ú rnto (l.rl),

it is a straight forwartl natter to evaluate the integral over t. It is

found that parte of X ar¡d Xt that anticornmute rfith D* cancel, because

the operators (r * $ sg'n t) ancl (r - g* sgn t) are orthogonaL' fborq
T1

the relation D*X = XtF, it can be seen that Y- X + Xt commutes with D*,
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and hence the probability density is expressible in terns of V and P*

only. Ihie nay be er¡rected as V corr'esponds to our p\ysical B-S wave

fi¡nction.

When the integral over (J.tr) ls carried out, the expression for the

probabiliüy density red.uces to

/ Tr DV+.V + V*.-U* (l/

r1 ß.tz)

and. since IItt and. V conmute, this is a hernitlan quantity. fhe

probability density tl.erived by Reinfelds was

t - â ,ltr lz x*!.V* + Yt,l* (2 x ) 
ILtrJ

and alnost agrees with or¡¡s. Eowever, this erpression carmot be obtained

from a covarlant continulty equation, and is not necessarily uni'que as

mentioned before. t

In the next section it will be shonn lnow 7 reriuces to the

conventi.onal fom 2 tb (f * 9) outside the interaction reg'ion. Ihe

occurrence of the factor n/f in the probability density is rather

interesting antt cannot be neglected, as was done by ReinfeLds who used the

approxinatíon 7 = 2 b (V* .l). fhis nade it difficult to explain

certain terrss in V antl they were eventually neglected. 0r¡r probability

density (l.Zl), will eventual-ly lead to sone very concise erpressions in

terns of the coefficient fr¡nctior¡s found in Chapter IIr although the



algebra ls rather tengtþ.

7.2) probabilitv densitv in linit of zero interaction

In the linit V â 0r T + E and equation (2.14) beco¡nes

X+Xl -t (p*x + x'D*)
E

Operating fron the left with W/n gives

$ (x+N') (g'x + D*xtD'*)1

E

5t

3.zz)

3.zt)

= 2X
E

ancl operating fron the right wllùin Ú/E gúves

(x + x') !f = 1 (oÈx xÌn + xrn') .].
EE

2Nl
E

Xr and DdrX EX

Therefore

x

Thi-s means that as V 4 O, !Ëtlz - V , and the probabilifu deusity
T

reduces to the conventional expression 2 tb( vx v). 
"t¡e 

w'iII r¡^se this

fact in the next chapter, where we find, expressions for phase shifts, to

tletertine the relations between thalnconing arnpLitud'es V and "l = 2* V'
T
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3.ù Probabilitv densitv for the first solution

As alrea{y indicatecl by the definition of the spin-ang1e Dirac

matrices Vo , V, , 'l^ and Vt , ít would be expected that the

coefficients of V. should. be 1n some way related to the spin singl-et

interaction, ÌÍhereas those of V, should be relatect to the spin triplet

I = j part of the interaction. In section 2.4) the equations satisfied.

by these coefficients 'rere d.erived., and' V was given by

f = (*l + {,v* ) y' + ("I* "Ir* ) V, + (*l + {.v*)Y,

ti ++ (rvl + xl l*) % 3.2+)

The functions n L "L "l arra xl, although snall relative to ,ol, tl,
++

wl and xl, ar" not zero, and. their significance j.s not obvious. It rsoul-d

seemthat the opintriplet 1= J ¿| states contribute to this V' fhis,

however, Ís excluded by the fact that the terms involving V^ and. V"

are of the same parity as those involving *l' a¡rd V, , anð. honce nust in

sone way contribute to the probability density of the I = i states.

How this happerrs rrill become apparent a-s we proceed.

trrritine the probabilÍty density as f = h( -t* V + V* l) where

"t = !Í , anil again working in momentum space, we evaluate 'l in terms of
T

the coefficient functions to obtain

t

T"l = M J" y, ¡r wl - q (j xT + (j+r) *l Y. Y*+ ,]



[r"i*q(*l-')] v, +uwf v,Y*

+ q .'i+r "I P. Y, v*
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3.zz)

,y i.s given uv 3.2+) and. we

(l.za)

(7.27)

+

2j+t

.+
- q .1 Ìfl

2i+t

+
I x,
M

t

+ox^
2i+t

--g-
2j+t

{" V, Yr,tl,

lhis is found by evaluating D* I nhere

have used the relations (e.19).

Ilsir¡g equations (z.zz) an¿ (2.2J) ¡re fintt

j *1 * (¡+l) **,
+-9ï"

M

so that

Atso, *on (2.26) anrt (z.zl)

u wi - q(i xl + (¡+t) *Ï) 1' +
'!{ o

+
wo Y+

M

++
llr - Ìf¡

and. hence

+ ,+ +
M x, + q (wl - ";) 3'Nr

+

M

Putting these fnto (e.25) g:ives

T"l = V, u x*" + -1"
M



"l=u i+l t]
M zi+l

+xr

2j+t

+ v,

l)= 1 v.
M

+f ,.y,

M

-'t
M

^=1 * (u - -[. d "I Y

M 2j+r
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3.ze)

V, and Y" in

3.zg)

+ V, [r'=l
lil.

., *i tl

*, 
[t* 

+ J.s.) "î * fr "] 
t.]

--s-(¡% - (¡+r) 9. ) "i - cr ( % * Y") Yr^*.

I
M

2j+t

I
where the relatio* (2.19) have again been used' to ex¡:ress

terms of V" and Y, . the V 
'n 

(7'zù¡ with use of

"I=-g i *1

and

xr
+

- 1 Q lf o

M 2i+t

becones

f

[,". 
v.e) "] * u', t.]

and. the ProbabilitY d'ensitY is

u*I*(u-I.d*1Y I

q.' ¿* *rl * r ,r*'* * **"
lvl

+!
T



+l_
M

-1
M

4 ¿l+
Mw, +M*,,

T

¿
Mx, + -r'{ v'^q.1

T

l+ + .r-rt
.l{r * lÍ,,
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3.tz)

3.zt)

3.t+)

#. tr ,rl) * (r rn:)*. x+, (r xI)
&

v. +1
I{

(T =I) v,
L

Eere we have nritten ft ( q"* V" ) = Vo" and. f. ( 9" .!', ) = "!a'. In

ord.er to obtain a closer correspond.ence with Schrodinger iirave functions we

wilì. simplify the notation by writing *o for *1, !r'o for t ,*1,

++1rlx, for 3 x', and wr for w, so that
M

f = (xt w. + wf x.) Y.^ + (xT w, + w1 x,) l' 3.lo)

and. the equations satisfiecl by xo,'I,io, xr and trr fron (e.rg), (2.+O),

(e.+r) ana (2.43) are

(n'-T')",=lKqxo
q 3 -li,t)

(o' - T') wo = I Krg w"
q

(P'-T')*,=lHqw,
q.

(g' - T') *, = I ttq x,
q.

In view of the fact that '1" is an eigenfunction of the nucleon-
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nucleon spin singlet state, we will i<ientify xT r¡n + wf x. with the

probability d.ensity of this state. siniLarly xT r¡, + wf x, is identifled'

with the probabj-Ilty d.ensity of the spin tripiet 1 = i state. From ihe

results it can be seen that the coefficients of V' and ty' onìy occur

ês an inter¡¡ed,iaie step in the calculation, and. physicalìy ìrave noth-ir€ to

do with the spin singlet or I = i spin tripiet interactions.

It has alreariy been shown in the last section that outsid'e the

interaction reg.ion, the probability density red'uces to the conventional

forn, so that xo -) l{o and' ã, - w, as V -+ 0' fnis mea-ns ihat in

calculating phase sbifts, the ftrnctions xc End 1{¿ should' give the sene

results, as shouÌd x, and. Hr. îIiie is in fact borne out by nt¡nerical

calculations, so that for scattering states we å.i'e free to identit'y eiiher

$.lt) or (7.72) w.,-i,¡ the schrodinger equa',cion for the spin singlet state,

ana (lJ1) or (¡.14) with the Schrodinger equation for the spin trip1et

I = j state.

h'e next examine the probability d,ensity for the second solutiou r+h1ch

reduces just as neatly, but to not as sirnple a result'
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--^¿uu

Pr:cba

+ v, Y* V'

,''x
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$.tø)

in this case Y is given bY

Y" (v! * 
"*o 

Vr) Y' + V, Gi * rI Yu) Y' *,1,,

Y"(vi + f^ Yr) Y" + Y"Gi + ,\ Y\ Y' (t.ls)

and the functions ,!, u!, 
"l 

and ,\ are smail- conpared with yl, ,*,,

,i a:ià ,1, r*t are not zero. Às beforen on irrspection it can be seen

that al-t ihe terns ere of the same parity a¡d. the teius in Vo and V'

shouid. contribute to the probability d.ensity of the coup)-ed spin tripiet

states.

Bvaluating D* P and L rre find

B? = - 9, q. (j 
"T 

+ (¡*t) z:) V* Y' Vq(yl-yl) r"+

- r¡ vT - i !-" (¡ vl + (¡+r) vl)
2i+t t{

Y^ l-- u zl - i+r d(¿
L z¡* t I'l

,]''-zt

V, g(r!, - ,I)
i'I

+

+
tJJ
l¡ - Ìq vi- r s" (j yf + (¡+rl yl') V* T'

zj+t l.f

I
l

+ llt
l3 -nuI+.L tGi-,i)

zJ+l M

Y'

g. o_ (j yl + (¡+l) yl) y" y' -
it

v



+ V"(vl *,iV*)Y'* %(vi *r*rV*)Y'

rþ__l_ (V." V, * Vr" V" )
(zj+t)

À

((¡"r)" V* V, * j" Vr* V')
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3.tt)

3.n)

!o eliaina¡e tl¡e fu¡ctions V" and V, ' we expîess them in terms of

% ana Yt using the relations (e.i9) to obtain

rb ( q/,,, q/" )

rb (q* q, ) tr I

(2J+l)

Cross terns of the Wp" Y.i V, are negJ-ecteå beca'¿s " V" anc V" a:'e

orthogonal. they do noi contribute to the toiai probability since their

integral ovei angul-ar coordinatee vanishes.

therefore

r' ("?" Y) =
! .^

iyÌ Z^ + ^l+t A ,:)
T 2j+l t{î

au*'12. vl * r ú- (¡ vl * (j*r) vl)
zj+t I'fr

r
l

1
I
I

au*
l"

t*
\zz -

-1

r
I

L I

+l a
s_
Ì,1î

d.
¡iT

(2j+¡/

.\L
(.i+ I )

(z¡+ t)'

(j yl- + (i.'r) yT*) G ,: ' (i+ t) zI)

ar+
zz

.i-*
)) \ï¡

¡*
\2. -

+
Ys

z,^

l
L

Y,+ t

+

-i-')ê*zs

.¡*
ïs Iia

L1

vl!
T

z"^ - .'i c¡ "
2i+ t i'lT

)

+
^2

i'Ír IJ,*
2j+l



+ I ot
(2j+r )'tT

6r.

\). )Y )

(¡ vl" * (j*r) r,l-) (J 
"*^+ 

(i* ù "!)

i'Iî

,l* 4*
\zt - z3 )( !z Yt) v

+ ^+
3

By rearrar€ing te:'ns, this eq>ression can be Sfeatiy simplified. i{e r¿-iLl-

al-so change the notation rn a similar r*ay as was done Ín ihe last section

++-+-+
by '".'ritlng y; as Yz¡ ils as lz, I z'" as zz and. T z" as zz.

I'i lsl

T:le probability density ¡¡hen reduces to

f frf r^+ z!y^ - .i+l .^ o' [(yI - vf) (i',+ (i+r) zr)

t - Q¡+t)^t^l

+ (j zX + (j+ ) "f) (y" - 
",]]

+ (j zî + (i+r) 
"ä) 

(y, - ",llJ Vi (¡.+o)
JJ

.L(y
IL

+

where !7, y3 t z- and. Z, sati-sfy the equations

(n^-t") y. =1GeI"+-jrl- l- Hq.Va
q. 2j+ I q.

r
I vI ", + z!, y, + .---i-,^
L (2j+ I 

')

L

s_ (vf - vi) (i ,, + (i+ r) ,r)
/ñ¡

(P- - T') y, = -j- I
2j+t q.

Eqy"+å Fqlg
q

3.+t)

3.+z)

ß.+t)
(P'- 1") z. = 1 G'

e

i:^ m¿'r - i r
\! - L J b=-_L å' 2¡+t q

T
82"+i-L 1 E

Zj+l q
a z-

fH ez^*J-
q

T
F I zz

(>.++)
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anû. G, H, Ð and F are given bv Q-66) - ç2.øl)'

rn tb:s c'se we i6ertify the quantÍty nuit:-p1-ying the %' vitn tne

probability d.ensity of the spin tripiet i = i-l state, aaC' that

nulti-plyirg the Y, with the spj.n triplet 1 = i+l s'bate. !þon the

expression (1.+O) it can be seen tha'i; the i = i-l state depencìs on V¡

anð, z, as vrel-i as Y^ and' zz. Sj'mi)-ariy the i = i*l state d'epeacs

nainly on z,r and yz but has a 'J, and. zz contribution. He¡e it is

not possibìe to identify our fu¡ctions with Schrodir€er w&ve fr¡nctions in

any simpLe ç'ay. However, in the aeri chapter v¡e åevelop a nethori that

enables us io nuxûeTice1ly calcu3.ate phase shifts by tusing the pro'oability

density to obtain a connection betweezi oui functior¡s and. Schrodinger wave

f\¡nciions.

The approrimation of ta-king -Í, and Ys or zl and' z. as the

physical wave ftrnctiorrs i-s invaiid'. As V - 0, ¡r' * zl plus a terra

invotving zs which is sinall conpared. to ãa' bììt nevertheless importalit

in the nlixinC ter¡s, and the theory, usirg say' equations (l'+f) an¿

3.+z), d.oes not satisfy unitarity.

Before proceed.ing to the calcula'bion of phase sl"ifts, r¡e will

cor"sider the riornalization of Y^ and' 9, , l,-hich ha's so far been

negì-ected..
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1.5) Nornali zation of ihe

Ttre spin ar:gie functions ar,e as yet ur:normaLized.. For the Vo and'

V, stEtes it is u:rinportant since we r¡ill u.ot be using the normalized

wave functions, 4d V' and V, occul' in<iepend'entiy' Ilowever', r'or tho

coupled states, it is necessaïy to have correct relative nagnitud'es of V'

and Vr.

Ilon (e.lg) it is read'ily shoin'n that

V- and. 'l',

* j,
tr(

-)_,

f* U sin9 d.g =2i

tì

Vr" Vu sin g d. O = e(¡+r)

fherefore we will Put

tt (9.* V^) = V,'=2J Y:"

and.

tr ( Vr" tl, ) = Vr' -- z(i*ù Y:"

where V., and. Yrt a.ï.e now orthonornal . Since we are not j'nterested

j.n the absolute value of the probability d.ensity, the factor 2 raay be

d.ion;ced. and the expression (1.+O) lor ¡ foi the coupied states becomes

fr-
p =J¡ (ylr^+z*-y^) - j(¡+r). o: l(vf -yi) (iz^t (i*r) t,)
/- I (ei+l)" r' t-

v:-+ (j zî,+ (;+t) ,î) (v. 't, i ]
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CHÂPTffi. ÏV

DETItCvrNAlrO!{ 0F PH¡-S,I S'q]rug

In this chapter, the nethods by which the phase shifts will be

calculated., are given. For the uncoupleC states the nethod is straight

forrr,arC and- we sinply use the conventional procedure for finding phase

shifts fron a Schrodinger equation. For the couple{ states, thi'r¡gs are

rûoxe conpli-cated, anc,¡¡e wil-Ì use the probabil-1ty density found' in the

last cha¡ter to establish reletions bet'r¡een the fu¡ctions Y" ¡ Yc ¡ z ¡ and'

Zl¡and.thephysicalwavefunctlonsofSchrod.ingertheory.

Tb.e calcul-ation of phase shj-fts ín monentum space for the uncoupled

states i-s quite oftenused. However, the case of the coupì-ed' states ls
zr\

nct well kno',.¡n. Signell'ç'"/ Cerittation of the scatterlng paraneters 1s

not genera)- enough for our,purpose, so here we wil-i treet the theory fully

for conventionai rvave functions as weII as for the functions of the B-S

wave function. Tne first section, 4''1), is ineLuCed to establ-ish the

notation end. for sake of conpieteness, si-nce anelysis ln ¡nomentum spaee is

nct w-idel-y used.

Although the complete solutions for the phase shifts b.ave to be

carried out nunerically because of the conpled.ty of the intera:{-ion

pctential-, for the uncoupled. states v¡e will be able to write down some
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results in the first Born approxination. TFnis gives t"ro teme, the first

of whj.ch is the one boson exchange result, and. the second corresponi's to

hi-gherord'erprocesses.fheid.entificationoftheOBEternsis

significantínanumberofways.FirstlÍ,itprovid.esacheckonthe

theory presented. so far. secondly, it wili help us in understanðir¡g the

poteniialswehaved'erived,andthird'iy,itg.ivesabasisofcornparison

between this theory aûd others, particuLarly the OBE theory' which was

briefly d.iscussed' in ChaPter I '

4.r)

In configuraiion spacer the scattered' wave as r --t æ for a finite

range potential, is given bY

lkzI (") Ng
ikr+e

¡
f (e)

(+. r)

If the two ierns are expanded in partial hlaves' we obtain

Lkz
tk,

^.;éuu

e

ikr
g

"
r(9) =2Q!+t)t" izn.

[cos 
(tr - tt'n)

2xrL



+ i sin (rt - iln ¡
.l
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G.t)

(+.>)

so that

V" G) N (21,+ù i | [ i, - t ") s:.n (tr - zLl-r )
krL

I . l, 1 n ¿+äi a¿ cos \.kr-ã¿rr )l (+.2)

where
zí t,&r= l-e and. 6n is the phase shift for the L th partiaL

hlave.

Íhe Fourier trar¡sform of " Vn G) in the neig:hbo'¿rhood. of g = k,

correspond,ing to the region of observation, is

V"G) - (t -* "t) 5(q -k) - + i ao I P

tî

where n(q) is the contÍnuous part of % (q), and P denotes the

Cauchy principal value.

Now, the wave equatÍon in momentum space for the /. tn pertial wave

is given by

)* n (r)
k-q

(r' - q') Y" G,) (c.,q,') Yp G,' ) as.' G-+)r (q)

fro¡-r which we obtain

Y, q (m-iìrr(t)) 5(q-t<) +P
2k

)(
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where r 5 (q - k) iE the incident wave' In the region Q = k' (+'t)

ana (+.5) are equiveLent except for the constent factor m which is ec¡a1

to 1 in equation (+,ù. fton (4.i) we can see that tan 5¡ is given by

the ratio of i,magin ary pa:rt/tea1 part of tire eoefficient of the 5' (q - f ) '

rihich i, (¿.5) is , - # I (f<). Tnis is the quantity that'n:lL be

used. to ealcuiaie á, , since it expLicitly incLudes the nagnitude of the

incident wave.

As an exanple of a spín singlet equatior. l¡e wiLl consider equation

$.lt), where the wave function % (q) is zot and the integraL operator

@

I"
v, (e, q') d q,' is 1Kq.

q,

(t" - q,') *" (q,) 1K q. x. (q) r (q) (+.0)

G.t)

(+.e)

q

&i,is eguation is solved for f (q) by firstJ-y divid:-ng through by the

compler factor (rn - ilí f (k)) so that
.L

". 
(q) (m-iìr s(t))

2k
5(q-t)+p r(t)

- r-a ^all -q

Decomes

*t (q) 5(q-k) +P

The equatioo (+.g) is now real, and the prine ¿enoies division by the

iìíf¿ctor r-äl-r(t). i.e-



". 
(q) *'.(e) ('-*r(r<))
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(+.g)r (q)

r'(q)

r' (q) (* -* r (t))

I.
ð

ff we apply the integral oPerator

equation (+.9), we obtain

åK e
q.

dq.' K' (q, q') to

@

I

J"

r{t (q, qt) +'' (a' ) dq'Kr (q,t)+P (+. ro)

(+.u)

fhis is the integfal equation tirat wil-l be solved nu¡nerical-ly for f' (q)'

TLre nunerical techniques i¡"ilI be discussed. in the next chapter.

Fron equation (4.g) it is found. that

k' - qt'

r (r)m- iìí
2k r*f r'(t)

where fr (t) is real-, so that the phase shi-ft 5 ie given by

tan 5 -iîft(r.)
2k

înis nethocl wilL give phase sh-ifts for the spin singLet and' the I = J

spin triplet scattering states. I{e now turn to the ioore complicated'

problem of the couPled states.
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r (q)

s (q)

70.

(q.p)

(+.tt)

(+. r+)

(+.rz)

(+. ra)

(+. rg)

Tre equatio* (1.4r) - (2.++) 'ri1l be h'riiten as

(g' - T') yr. 9n + .iu E !/s
23+r

(¡" - r') y, .i Ev" + î:l'
2j+r

l¡' m2\ -\A-LJ¿'z
TfG z^+.'ì+l E z.

2j+l
r' (q)

s' (q)(¡'- r') z"
. ñf,'ì ìr

2j+t

I
zgT"z

r^TÌfnere ç = f kq., E = Iec'
integ'ral operators (z.eø) - (z

(n-iae) S(q-t) +P

lle wriie the solutions of these equatiorrs as

r \-íl
Y¡ (m-iar) á(q.-t) +P q'

(+.u)

Ht q. etc., anri G, H, E and F are the

.bY).

(+. ro)k'

y3
- l^ I

--{U:-L
k' - q,"

a
(rr' - i a fr) S (q - t) + P

z" = (o' - i a g') S (q - l<) + P

fr
where the notation eiaployed is as foìIows: "=ä, 

f and g exe the

vatues of ¡ (q) and g (S) at I = k, the unprimed variabl-es f and I
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erise fron the y" an¿ Ye soluticns(4.1-6) sn¿ (4.17), tUe single primed

veriabl.es fr and. gt arise fron ihe z^ and. z" soÌutions (+.fA) and

(+.fg), an¿ the doubl-e prirced. variabl-es wilÌ be used for the Schrodinger

wave fu¡¡ction solutioas to be lntroducea. 'r{e wiil aìso use the notation

that c 6(q - k) = 9". i.e. if G = [ atr' 'i (o^, q'), then
)

9o = G' (q., t) an¿ sirailarly for the operators E' E and F'

on operating on (+.ro) with G, and on (4.i?) v¿itr¡ .r'*l E , and
2j+t

ad.ding, we obtain

(^- i a f) G,+ (n- i ae) iL l!,
2 j+t

r(q)

+P

+P

G r (cr)

k'-q'

,.]

2 j+t E k'

ì+r Ti
tÈ- 2¡+r (+.zo)

Similar1y, by operation on (4.16) with

find,

.r E and on (+.rZ) with F,
2j+t

'we

g(q) (n - i a f),i E"+ (t' - i a s) -8,
2i+t

I
L

r \¡_ì /
^Lq

+I (+.er)

These two coupled. integral- equations have to be solved' n'anericelly. In

the next chapter we sho!¡how to caicui.ate four real functior-s, f,(q),

f,(e), e,(q.) and S"(q) rr"hich are reiated to f(q) and e(q) as follows:



n)

t (q)

e (q)

m-iaf

n-rag

nt-i.agt

A+iB

ia(rt

('- i a r) ¡, (ç,) * (n- i u s) r. (q)

(n- i " r) s, (q) + (n- i t s) g, (q,)

(+.zz)

(+.zt)

(q.z+)

(+.zs)

(q.za)

(+.zt)

The equations (4.tg) ana (+.fg) raay be t:'eated ane1cgously to give

sinilar expressions with ai1 the variables prined.. If we put q = k in

equaiions (+.ZZ¡ ana (4.2i), then they can be soived, for f an¿ g in

terras of the Dr [r f,, f", g, and' 8., Ìrhere again f, = f, (k) etc'

fhis enablesus towrite the quantities n- i af and n- i ag, which

are the wave ernlIitud.es outsid.e the interaction region, in terros of rr Dr

f, , f. r 8¡ ,, ånd, g"' fhese a:ie

n+ 4
-i[

A+i.B

where

A I+a'(g,f.-S"f,)

B a(g. + f, )

SimJ.ierty, for z. and. z? we have

mr -i.af,t rn'+ia(raosl-ntfi.)

nt+1

A'+iBt

Ar+iBl
e, (n' f,t - nr

(+.ze)

(+.zg)

and



b. (a"-iaf") 5(q-k)+P

1 + a' (gl fj, EÞ
I
a f

_.¡r1 (q)
k'-g'

^lÕ ) Q.to)

G.tt)

G.tt)

Q.t+)

G.ts)

Q.1e)

.77

G.tt)

Br = "(e:,+fl)

fhese are the relevant parts of the functions iu the region of observation.

We now introduce ihe Schrod.inger ¡save functions 'b. and. b, such

that

f 2 bl b. Y:^ * 2 bI br V;" Q.tz)

where ba ancl bs satisfy the coupled equations

(g'- T') b" Gtt b" + Etl b.

(¡' - T") b. E" b. + Irr b"

Following the sane procedrrre as before, r{e may write

b3 (ou-ies") á(q-t)+P

mtt-iaftr m"+ia(m"sl-n'l ff;)
Ar+iBfr

ntt-iggtt ntt+ia(nilflt-nn"g1')

s" (q\
k^-g*

and

where

A'r+iBil (+.æ)
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^llå I + a^ (sl' fl - s'j. fi')

0f course we d.o not know fl', flJ, B'f ano gl, since the integral operators

G'r, H", Err and F'r are not knowu. However, it is possible to

cal-culate fl', f1,g'1 and. C': by conparing the probabili-ty der:sif,y

expressions (1.+S) and (4.52). Firstiy, we will derive the eigen^state

phase shifis and ¡aixing parameter for the Schrod.inger wave functions b.

and. be.

Ás in the ca.se of the uncoupled. states, the phase shifts for the

i- = j-l aad. I = j+l states are gJ.ven by

tan 5. im./ReaJ-of (r"-iaf")

a¡d.

tan 5, = ftn./Real of (n" - i a g'')

respectively. In the eigenstate as defined. by Blatt and Beidenhexn

these phase shifts are equal. i.e.

17)

fl)"(sl+Brl

It rl

tt- ll

tan E

ff '*e substitute for A[ and Brr, this can 'oe sircplified to

G.tg)
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a(n" gI It {!rlIA
(+.+o)rotl ntt

T¡is is also equal io tan t , but this carurot be d.erived' d.ireetly fron

Q.lÐ. Tne mixing peram,eter, which is the ratio of b' to b3 incorning

amplituries in the eigenstate, is easily calcul-ated fron (+.+O) to be

- / (--,, L
+ 4 E'l fl,

)

l1nt'
ntl ) etlÉb¡

Fit -19

Unitarity of the S-natrix, or eqr:-ivalently, conservation of

probability, requires that g1'= fX, since (*"./n"), = - (n"/m'), where

ì and, 2 refer to the two eigenstatesr â¡rd are given by the + or sig:ì

i" (+.+f). Fro¡r this it can be seen that a ia:owiedge of flt, 81'= fX

and. C',L is sufficient to describe the scattering.

Next, we look for relations bet'*'een m, n, mt end. r1r since the

incident wave f\:nctions are d.eternined. by onl-y trvo quantities, mtt and

n", ând. not by four. For zero interaction V" = rn 5 (q - k),

tls = n 5(q -k) t zn=yrt 5 (S.-k), zt =rtt S (q.-k), and also 'L=V

fron section7.2). Using (l¿A) an¿ (1.57) to evaluate 'L aad V in

tern.s of the lÊts and. nrs, we obtain, on equatir¡g coeffj-cients of the

indep,¿.:ient Y-matrices of 'L = V , sì-x relations between mr ûr mt and nr :

- k (j m' + (¡+t) t') t (j n + (j+r) n)
(+.+z)5 l'l

(+.+r)

G.+t)
i.(m-n) = -k(m'-n')
Ð I'1



-f [n+ r t'(in+(i+l)n)I
E I z¡+t ì,i' I

=n

-4

nt

/o.

(+.+q)

(+.+;)

(+.+a)

(+.+t)

(+.æ)

-s IEL
¡a' + jil- s" (*' - n')

Zi+l l'{"

M
tr

M

E

n + --L +."(¡ * + (i+l) n)
2 j+t l{'

n' - --;¡ E^ (r' - n')
zj+t ¡i^

Equations (+.qZ) ana (4.43) foltoo, fron the rest and. the equation" (+.++) -

G.+il yield two non-trivial ral-ations. fhey are

m=

n=

(

(

l¿ i+l lzt
¡ | !_!=

2i+l I'i'

l+ .i k"
zj+l M^

)

)

m

n

lle are nov¡ in a position to su'ostrirrte into the probabiLity densÍty

erpressions (=.+ù an¿ (4.12), tne reievant parts of the various functions.

these are the coefficients of E (q - k) and. are the v;ave araplitudes

outside the interaction region. Equating erpressj,ons (1.+f) attd (q.ZZ),

we find that for the 1 = j- I state

jt-

L
{ t" o+ a (m8., - R Ð ¡][*' A' + a (n' sl- n' ll) ¡']

[" (r E, - îr.) ¿ - r r^][t (*' sl - n' rj) a - ^' B'i ]+



[("- n) .s,+ " (^ (g, + c") - o (r + ¡,))¡ ]

[(¡ r'+ (¡+r) n') Ar+ a (i (tt' sl - r' rå) + (¡* ) (n' fi -n'sl))¡']

+ g") - r, (f, + f")) ¡- (" - t^) ¡]f* (,o (s,

)

[n.0,+ a (n f - n s I ¡]lnrA'i + * (n'fl - m'sl) ¡']

[r(rf -ne,)¿-"BJ[

Itr - n) ¡' + r (r (s + g,) - r, (f, + r"))n].

(¡+r) o') a' * " (j (n'sl - n'fl)

["(o(g +g")-n(r +r,))¡,-("-") ¡]

(j (r's'. - n'fl) + (¡+r) (n'rl 'n'sl)) I'

)
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+ (¡+t ) (r,'rl - o'gl)) ¿' (¡+r )"')¡ l

1

¿

(n'c'l - n'fl)

tk
F

--i--GaL)
(ej+r)'

+

]
( j*' +

(j r' +

(+.+g)

ItLa\¡

)
L

+Bt

and for the I = j+ ¡ state

/ (tí + B") (À'-

z

+

+

+

t
L

+

1¡+r )

é

¡\l+f I
(ej+ ¡ )'

[(¡ ''

I

( n'fl - m'sl) ¿' - n'Bo]

* (j+r) (n'fl - ro'sl))n'

(¡+ r)r" )r'J

ia

r
L

L

a

t-A

E

lL

z

,_.!?
- Llr

+Bl/ (t" ' B') (¿''

t1L+a' ntt f
ztl

(+. io)¡tt1 4 ¡rt
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For ze:'o inieraction, all the frs ancÌ gts

(+.fo) reduce to

and

&Te zeîo, so that (+.+g) u¡^¿

mt^

uttt =

Relations (+.¡f) ana (+.¡e) also hold. for non-zero interactions, sj.nce the

inconir.g anpLitudes axe not change<i by the interacriion'

îne overalL normalization is arbitra:Xr, and' for sonvenience lle choose

nt=lrsothat

u l¿ i Þt.¿)_È

2¿+ I 14

4

a Q.tt)

Using these a¡rd. the relation (+.æ) to elininate t, Br and, IB from

G.+9) *d (+.50), the left hanc sides reriuce to t'unctions of n' of

known forn¡. Tr¡e nwneiator of the righl hand. sid.e of equatio" (+.+g)

consists of m,t'n Hhich is ind,ependent of the interaction, pì-us

a"(¡a,t g'l - n" fl)", the roagnJ.tude of wìrich is d.etermineC b¡r the interaction

pcten:lai. this second. iern can be very small conpared. to rrr"", but it

cor¿raiis the quantities g'1 . and ff , which ¡n¡e r¡ant to caiculate.

therefore, to forestal-l- iüaccuracies iu ihe nu¡¡ericai work, the parts of

ihe fur:ctiorrs ciepenriing onty on the íncident wave har.'e to be eliminated

;::o;'^ ';¡e equations (+.+g) ana (+.50). rhe <ienorainator can aLso be
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expressed, as en interaction d.epend.ent pJ-us an interaction independent part'

and fronn (q.zl) úd (4.?7) it ctn be seen that A = Ar = Ärr = 1 and

B = Br = 3'r = 0 if the potential is zero. Hence, we wil-l write

r+t ¡rr' 1 3tr 
z

Using (+.lf) we cen separate out the factor rû'r^ in the numerator of

the left hand side of equation (4.49), and. rvriting the denorninator as

1+E (rt' + l') +(A' B'|)

equation (+.qg) becomes

*tt' * *"(rn,r *[ _ n', fx)"
G.z+)

G.¡z)

Similarly, equation (+.lO) is written as

t+t

-rf 
t.! 

.- (ntt .<.tt - -tt ott)1æ'
L+c

¡1,r" + a^(n,, e,l - ntt ff;)'
n" + 

"'(t1'r 
flt - n" glt)'

where s and u a¡e known f\¡nctions of üt , and mtt' and. n'" ^ can be

expressed in terms of mf by using the relation (4.4S) in (4.5f) an¿

G.sz).

In the scattering eige¡:state, equations (+.i+) an¿ (4.¡l) sive
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¡lft t

4'
nlt a

I + a'(nn etl - ail il)" Ln"t
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G.tø)1 + a'(nn flt - nn e':)'N-

þ vJ.rtue or (¿.¿o). Eence n' nust be such that

t

G.st)

the fi.¡nctlons tr', ¡rra, s anct U are quadratic in nr¡ and hence (+.Sl)

Ls a quartic equatlón for nr which has to be solved nunericalþ.

[tre equation (4.57) is fountl to have four roots tn all caaeÊt. eto

ertra roots nay be ex¡rected since we are rorking with quatlratic te¡:ms. lfc

shoulil al so expect the tro pairs of roots to leatl to the gane resul-t

because the acattering paraneters are unique for ary gÍven potential.

Thls !e actually for¡¡tt to be the case. ff the four roots are m'1, n!' nt,

and üî, then þ substitutlng these lnto the expressione for 
^n"/¡n 

", lrê

fintl

s (n')
u (n')

nu' (nt )
iî'-ï-'D

nn 
n (n'l)

ffir'J nn' (nlì
nn' (nl) = O,o

and

s&i)
¡¡tt' (n!

nn " (n[)
;F%-)

/
)

øa

where e, a¡1al 9" are the niring parameters for the tro eigenstates of

the scettering.

fbe conservatLon of probabilf ty reqrrires that O, = ' | / gn, antt

provides a sensltLve check of the theory and numerical rork. lfe clo not



know the sigrrs of A, and. O. sii-ice we onì-y calcuLate tne val-ues O'^

and. 9,", but it is found that 0," = l/ Oi to within a few percent in all-

câSes, dernonstratÍng the accuracy of Our nuaelical- proced'ures.

¡ton (4.57), we j.ntrod.uee a function À¿ = (ti) such that

s¿ = s¿ (ra'¿ )
(+.æ)

Then

u¿ (+.>g)

(t*¡,) (t*t)

BI.

(i*".;)(/*s) (+.ez)

n'!" À;

nrr¿" \ ù

-n¡here ¿ = I , 2 and. :'efers to the two eigenstates. Using these in

G.z+) ane (4.55) s:ives

,o,,,'(l+À,)(f*t) = [*'1"+a'(n,j s'j.-n'l fXf] (l*=) (+.oo)

o'L'(¡+À; ) (r *¿) = ln"r' + "'(n'j 11'- ^'l si')^J (¡*a) (+.oi)

Ii we aiso introi.uce o<; such that

then

1 t al

t"¿ (l+<;)

o"rt(l+-<.1 )

fron which we obtain

n'l

n'1,

ô(¿ = r ("'l g'j, - n", fl )

r"i'* "" (^'! g'i. n'i fi)-

)"-ilbtn"u* + a- (n'l fï - t'l

(nt', f'f - n'l 'r"tiol )o( a



and putting n!/n'! = 9;, Sives

0¿ <.= a ( o¿ e'L - rX)

"v¿= "(¡l'- 0¿ ei)

The equatiorll (4.67) and. (+.ø+), for

c". in ter:ns of the 0rs and' <rs.
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(q.ø)

(q.ø+)

t = I and 2, give f lt , B'1, f 'l- and

Tne expressions are

f

and.

o, 4n- Qta, ilil 0, O^ ( n, - .,')
o^)a

-llÞ2
0, 4, 9- 4o

0,x,-)rq 0,4r-Arq
A,- e^ ^

f L (ea( ê, a^)

4
(+.a¡)a 0, 0, a ( a,- o.)

and, f| = git since 0, A,= -1.

To cal-culate the 61 rsr we wj-1i use equat¡,on (+.62). lne \ts c€uo

be obtained numerically from (+.¡e) an¿ (+.59), Uut ê is stj'lL a function

of fl,, g1,, f,j. aud. c', and we solve for it by using equations (+.sr).

art

-tl6r - 4,

+ a" (g'l t') - g,", fi')

f+ c( ô{.

c(, o(z

!lr a (C'i + fl') = ôl' + c{ a

)

(+.so)

(+.at)

lnerefore
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ail + Btr (t*",,^) (r+<i)

and. substituting rron (4.62) ror I +'(," and' I + qÎ gives

l+ t ( t +g )-
(¡+^, )(t+.x")

On putting tiris back into (+.Az) r¡e obtain

g X. z
ë, X,4,-=

I +x.
L

83.

(+.oa¡

(+.øg)
o(,

f+X

It is found convenient to evaluate tan 5 o¡ (4.¡g) in terms of the

o( 's. 'r,rJhen equations (+,AS) - G.Al) are used tn (+.lg), we obtcin the

sinple reLations

tan 5r - c(1

éi,ru,

tan 5^ _ c(l

Since Ìùe can cal-culate the nuraerical values of E and the À ts, we can

r'i:rd, ai an¿ <i, which together with O,' or A: oetermine the

scattering. the d.ifficulty now is that we have an a"urbiguity in sigp in

each of the scattering paranieters.

The ni¡oerical results presented in chapter VI show that in soiûe cases

o.Lìt ntirnerical solutions 1ie ciose to the one boson excharrge results, so

that we wiII use the OBD resul-ts as a guid.e to choose the signs of the

parameters. In the cases where our results differ markedJ-y fron the OBE
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values, it is possibJ.e to establish the sigrrs rr'.nen the coupling constant

is snalÌ enough to give agreement with the OBE theory. This is the only

way that the signs can be found, since we have obtained. aLl our results

through quad.råtj.c erpressions.

4.1) One boson UÐ

ff only first ord.er terms in the Yukawa potential are retained, then

for the uncoupled states we have ihe one boson exchange (Ogf) potential,

r.rìrich is wuelly found by other ¡aethod.s. fnis result Ís not surprising'

since the OBE d.i-agpam is based orr the lad.d.er approximation, and other

approxinatior¡s not used in the preceding analysis.

Tne proof of this is straight forward. if we use the first ord.er Born

approrination. fhe equation (4'ro) for f' (q) beco¡aes

rr (q) Kt (q, k) (+.zo)

and hence the phase shift for the spin singlet interactÍon is given by

f, (r.) - tî Kt (t, r<)

2k

Negì-ectj.ng terrn of second order j.n the integraì- operators, we find fron

í
2k

tan 5
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t-s

K'(t,t) = -l-
E

+M"8. -x"(A.
J

E.

í [B^e.+M'8.-k"l
,kEL r J 

I

jc
2J+t

+ .ì+ I c
2 j+l

a¡d.

tan á

tan 5 = -.d.
4kE

Pseuäo-scal-ar fie1d.

tan 5' = -Ë.
4kE

Vector field

tan E

[/(t" + r'I") - 2k' + u') Q.. + t' 6

L\'- :t r

jc
2j+l

+ j+l C

2j+r
j+l

Using (Z.Zù to find erpressions for the indj-vidual types of fields' we

have

Scalar fi.eld

jo

[å^ 
o, - o" tr"l

= -_{-
4kE

2N[" + 4kr a.
J

where the argunent of the Legend.re functions is ( t + ¡t"/ZU'), anð' ¡

the neson nass. sinilarly the spin triplet I = i equation gives

ta¡r 6 Ir'r.
LJ-L

a:Kn

+M"cr-k"( j+t B

2j+l
.#t,.')]j-r

and. for individual types of interaetions this becones
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Scalar field

tanS = (ti*,) nr-, *; o¡*,)]a

4kE
a(n" + l,t^) +k-

2¡+tJ

Pseudo-scalar fi-e1d

tanS = --t- |

4kE zi+t

Vector field

tan 5

i Qr- , - (zi+t) q. + (¡+l) a¡-r

-L
-il
4kE Ia.

J[0"
+k'

2i+t ((;*') a¡-r +jQ j+l

l{ore isil1 be said. about the significance of the OBE terms r+hen the resuLts

are given and dj.scussed in Chapter [f.

Because of the cornplicated. technique necessa-r1¡ to obtain phase shifts

for the coupled states, it is not possible to d.erive aaalytical e:pressions

even in the first Born approxination. Eovrever, i.t may be of interest to

note that ihe 0BÐ phase shifts would be obtained from the followÍng coupled.

equations

(¡' - î") b, @. *(n*E)b.
(+.zr)Êb"+

2j+ r

;(.i+r) å(s*L) b"+ëba
G.tz)2j+ r

fhese nay be conpared. rrith equations (+.fZ) - (+.f¡) where a factor

frÇD / Q¡+t) arises fron normalizing V" and V" . rn the Born

epproxination, Êt: $ etc., and ihe resemblance is obvious; hotrever, the

(p" - r') b"
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resììl-ts of this chapter do not iead. to the results of the OBE theory as

(+.zr) rn.i (4.22) would. lerms arising from the operator å (g * g) can

be founa, but they are not the nost significant. Despite the stlong

:,sembiance 'oet¡veen eguations (+.re) - (+.r¡) and. (+.zr) - (+.lz), there

is no direct way of obtainÍng the second set from the first, and it is not

possible to find. analytical results in the first Sorn approxi¡aation using

the method. of the previous eection.

We will next briefly sunnarize the allowab1e states of the nucleon-

nucleon systen.

4.4)

fne total wave function for two nucleons is a product of the rad.ial

(or nonenturn), spin, üd isotopic spin wave functions, anC must be anti-

s¡nrmetric. Tne parity of the radial r+ave function tlepends on the orbital

angular nonentum ,/ , an{ is (- t )' , and the spin and- iso-spin singlet

states are anti-s¡rr.netric, whereas the triplet states are sJnnmetric.

1o obtain an overalL anti-symetric wave f\¡¡ctlon, we have to use the

following conbinations I
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!'. !"
+l

z

+l

(iso-t¡iplat)

(iso-sinetet)

(i-so-singlet)

(iso-triplet)

since the p-p and, n-n systens are in the iso-triplet state, they

can only exist for even,/ in the spin singlet etates, i.e. tSo, 'D^,'G*,

etc., a¡d for od-d. I in the spin triplet states, i.e. "Por 
tP,, t,r, "îr-,

etc. Ttre n-p systen can be in the iso-spin singlet or triplet state, and

therefore can erist in all states. îhe effect of the 9,!. eigenvalue is

included in the cornputer pTogranmes.



CEAPTffi. V

NU,iERf CAl, ì,ÍETIIODS

Fne purpose of this chapter is to erplain the techniques used Ín

solving the singular integral equations fron which the phase shifts are

deterroined. A listing of the final- Fortran prograrnnes used on the

University of Adelaj-d.ers CDC 64C0 computer is included in the appendix'

5.1) Uncouoled equaticn solutions

Ðre Q¡pe of eguation to be solved in the single equation case is

B9

(l.r)r (q) I.K(q.,t) +P r (q') aq.'

t"ne existence ôf a solutibn d.epends on K(q,,q.'), which is the interaction

function in mo¡nentur space and consists of first and second. ord.er terns in

the Yukawa potentiaLs.

fhe kernel of equation (5.f) is singular and Ïbedholn theory cannot

be applied, to it as it stand,s. An iterative nethod using f, (q) = K(q,k)

a.s the first approrination and estinating the value of the integral across
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58)
the singularity anaì-ytical-l-y, as was done by Signeì-l' ' for the OPE

poteniiaì., does not converge for our nore genera). interaction. fhe

nethod. therefore ad.opted. is to separate the singuJ-arity by introducing the

function ,l(q) such that

r (q)

l-P
- ,!- (q' )

,ur)
,-cr

)"
dq'

qi

kt - gtt

With this substitution, equation (5.1) becones

a

G.z)

/- (q) K(q,t) + K (q.o') - K (q.t) !,(q') as,'

kt - qtt $.t)

and tbe kernel is no longer singuLar. Tnis Ís now approximated by a

systero of si¡nul-taneous equatior¡s anrL solved. for I (s,'). This nethod has

been used, successfulLy for the non-static OPE potential ty Coto'g). A

d.ifferent subtraction, g:iving the kernel [*(*,n) K(q',k) - K(q.,q') r(t,r.)]
40)

/(u' - g''), is used by Noyes , but this nethod. leads to the saxûe

results.

In the discrete representation, equation (¡.ù becones

K(q,¿,t) 2 E.J + I((q; ,k) - li(q;,q, ) 5

J

!. G,¡)s.j

J'¡ k"- ß.+)

where L = l, N and. g; is the value of q. at the u th point.

Initially, the q¿ were chosen so as to increase exponentially'rith i to

give goo<i ser-sitivity at 1ow momenta around the incident e¡rerg3r, and
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p,ïog:.essively increase the step size as u becoues large. Iloweveru this

w¿s four:d. io be inaccurate once the step size beeane greatel ihan the

sniallest rleson nass used,, i.e., 1'O for the pion' ÎÞnis is because the

Legend.re i\nction of ihe second kind., with tire argu"nent " = (q'+ q'" + /^)

/Zqq,t, has a peak of wid.iir of ord'ei' F about q = 9t , and- if the step

size beco;aes greater than I r w€ ;et a poor replesentation of the ì-r;i:'ction'

Tnis factor, together r¡iih availabìe coinpuier facilities, determines

io what value Ìr'e can iake ihe upper Lin"d-t of the integral (or su¡u¡ation) '

îre upper iinj-t to the step size is therefore 1.0, which is used for

q > 7.0 for nost of the calculations. Íor s < J.O, ar enerry less than

about JOO ìiev., we use a snalier step sj-ze to obtain aore sensitivity in

the incicrent iüomentpm reg:ion where the kerne] is J'ikel-y to varlr rnore

rapidl-y. It aiso enables the cor,stant c in equatio" (>.2) to be

evaluated. more accurately. In thj.s reg'ron the step size ís usually taken

to be 0.1.

Tne progranines irave been written to handle a naxinum of 40 points'

g:rving an uppe:' finit that we inay use for the integral of

g = 3Z.O - 4.lO+ IIev., which shourd be more than anple to describe any

physical situation. 1nne proced'ure used' is to sol-ve (¡'+) for-say'

l( = 20, and. N = JO. If the solutions give the sanre function for X (q) in

'coth cases, then the integr&i com'e:'ges and. ne have a sol-ution' If the

coupling constants are snall enough, ÌIe can get consistent soluiions in

ail stares, but the potential-s may becou:e sirrgular if the coupJ-ing
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cor¡stants are made too large. lhe results for all- etates are given and.

discussed in the next chapter.

Once the function t (q) is found, the constant C = , I
J"

ó

is calculateci by the subroutine SElil. this calculates the integral

excluöng the sirgular region by Simpson's rul-e, and. evaluates the

singular region analytically by approximating ,('(q,) to a quadratic

function. [he accuracy of this is found to be better than Ly'" for the

step sizes given.

In the discrete representation, al-I the integral operators becone

natrices and. an integral of the form

dq'

C (s., s.') o (q' , q") dq' E (q., q") (¡.ø)

is eval-uated. by taking the ¡aatrix product of C (q, qt) 5 q.' and

D (s., q,' ) . i . e. (S .ø) becomes

c áqD E

where 6q is a d.iagonal r¿atrix with the elements 6q', áq^, etc.

Therefore to evaluate the operators K, H, G, etc. we take natrix products

of the Yukawa potential operators nj, tj, etc. as required by the equations

(z.tÐ, Q.+z) an¿ (e .66) - (2.6Ð.

lne integrals, that give rise to second. order terns in the potentials'

can be sho'nn to converge in all cases. However, care nust be taken that

the range is taken large enough so that the rest of the lntegraJ- to oo cân
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be neg)-ected.. If (5.6) represents such an integral, then to obtain an

ascurate value of the integral at q = q" = 9p, the Ii¡oit of integration

x¡ust be taken to at least 2qn because both functior¡s C and. D have a

maximu,n when the two argUrents, q. and qtr, are equal . Therefore' tO

obtain accurate values of q and q." up io the value 9¡ in the function

E (q, q.',) of equation (¡.6), we have to iake prod.ucts of 2N x 2N natríces.

T¡is is includ.ed in the progranmes, and results in an accuracy of better

tnut t%.

5.2) Coupled equation solutions

For the coupled. equations we empJ.oy a similar technique to that usad.

for the single equation. To avoid iteration' Ì{e solve a systern of 2N

simultaneous equations in ord.er to obtain N points for each function.

'uie will write a pair of coup).ed. equations representative of either

(+.rz) an¿ (4.18) or (+.rg) and (4.20), it the matrix forn

z

aIt
0

Et-T"

zI T

çÞ?

Ð a1 ^.t.¡q¡¡

EF

a1

a30 ß.t)

where G, H, E and. F are integraì- operators, and lat à1t f and g are

functiors of q.. Nov¡ (5.?) gives
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a¿

âl

+ f

tÞ

x S(q-k)

y E(q - k)

(n' - T')-' o

o (u" - T')-'

where x and. y are nu¡nbers and. would correspond. to (rn - I a f) and.

(n - i a e) in equatio* (+.er) ana (q.zz). rf we calL

IG (q, q.') 5 (q' - t) as.' co etc., then

Lt

E

(t- - q.')-'

(¡.e)

(¡. ro)

(¡. rr)

+a

s

xG,+yHo

xEo+ytrt,
'l[,u"-f)-'
r.l I o

t-
l_n

+ 0 f

(p" - r")-' C
b

(i.g)

and

x Go + y E,

xEo+yFo

IO ul [(o'-q.')-' oIrl I o (r"-q.')-

f

q.

[.'t-
LÞOI

r_0
0t

G - G. lf - Ho

E-Eo F-Fo

(t" - q.')-'

0 (t'It
0

q"

1

)

o

E

F

I,
j"

[''
IELo

(t'- q')-'o

dq a

0 f

çÞ

b

0

If we put

P

Ø

P

the last te¡-o becones [*" t + H" b I
li
Lt" . + r" bl

so that equation (i.ro) is now



(x+a)G.*(y+u)u"
(x+a) E"*(y+b)r"

t0

0l

")-t

95

$.tz)

(>.tt)

¡¡..14/

(¡.u)

G-G, II-8, (r'
E-Eo F-Fo 0

rt 0 f

õL
(t' - q,')-'

This is now aFproximated. by a systen of 2N simultaneous equatiots,

so that G, H, E and F become square matrices, 1 is replaced. by the "unit

natrix, and G, E, E, F, fandg arecolumn¡natrices. thesea¡e

solved. firstly, for x f a = l, y + b = 0 to give a solution we call-

t

4Ir , and. second.ly for x * a = 0r y + b = I to give f

öl 8¡

lne general sol-ution is then given by

I
L

f

6

I f

g

4

(x+a) +(y+b) L

Gt>z

and. if we integrate ihese accord.ing to (¡.1i-), we find

(x+a) ri *(v+b) rl

b = (*+a) sl +(v+¡)el

where fi = ,1" Lr.l un etc
k' - q.t

Íhe equations (5.f4) and. (5.ú) can be solved' for e and b,
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tA= +
I -ll-é¿

a 4l 3l -l- rr ér

+y fl
ollÞ1

+ f
l-f,t 'f! e'

r-fl

b x s! + v I rl s! + E:, (r - r,')]
(r. - s:) (r - r,') - rj. ei

fron which x + a and y + b can be obtained. Íhese are

x+a *(r-sl)+vrl
["'¡(r - rl) - rl c:

y+b x E! + n (t - f'')(r-sl)(i-rl)-rLei

(¡. re)

(l.rz)

(r.ra)

(r. rg)

(l.eo)

(s.zt¡

Puttir:.g these into (5 .I1), ít is found that if

I

tÞ

f;'

sl'

then

ilf

fll
L

s1'

ctlÞz

fl f, + (r - f,') f"(t 
=Ð-1r 

: r,') - r,l si

r-81

1_Bl

r-cl I-f"

-1r cl-a þl

-Lz6

+

where the functior¡s flt, fl, e'j ana g'l would corespond to f,' ' fr- r I, and.
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6r of equations (4.27) and (4.28).

this ¡nethod. gives soLutions of the two sets of coupled equations'

which are then used to calculate the phase shifts and nixing pararneters by

the technique explained. in the last ehapter.

5.7) Units

Iuitially, the units 4. = s = ! Ìrere adopted. We also work in meson

mass units. i.e. Fo = I.00. In these units

I Mev. .00740466

and the nucleon nass ls

M 6.73035

D is half the total enerry in the centre of mass system, so that for

two nucl,eons of mass M

E M + t (r.e. of c. of M. systen)

E'- M' k' = M(K.8.)+*(x.n.)"

and

fherefore
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l-Á ì,r. (r.¡.) * i- (x.p.)'

This is the reiation bet-,..¿een tire üonen'ti:¡ arrd the k1;ie';ic eilerlgy in the

centre or' nass sys'!en. .å sir.pier, approxiaate relation, is given by

I / \\
J .025 " (1.E. (i'iev.l)

t-

L

Il
1

2
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CHATYIffi. Vi

RESULTS Ai\D DISCUSSIOI{

6.1) General- observations

In this work we have succeeded. in exactly reducing the Ès equation

in the l-adder and. instantaneous interaction approrimations for nucl-eons

interactiag through scaLa¡, pseudo-scalar and. vector fieì-de' to

schrod.inger t]4)e of Ï,-ave equatior^s. TFne physical significênce of ihe

soLutions becane obrrious once the B-S probability der'sity was d'erived in

chapter IIi, which also enabled. a raethod to be developed for finding phase

shifts from the two pairs of coupled equations representing the l- = i-t

an¿ I - j+r states. fne probabi)-ity density also showed. that outside

the interaction region, vfe can identify the functions satisfying the single

equations, with the Schrodinger wave functions for the uncoupled states'

using the above theory r{e pl.opose to try to answer a number of

questions and. to fit our results to experimental-Iy d'erived' phase shifts'

TFne questions to which we hope to provirie some ansÌ¡Iers are:

(l) How val-id. is the lad,d'er approxirnation?

(ii) I{ow valid is the instantaneous interaction approxÍIoation?

(iii) How val-id is the OBE potential as compared with taking into account

all graphs of the ladder tYPe?



(iv) lhat is the effeet of nixing mesons in the lad.der app¡oximation?

100

In the next t¡ro sectiorrs we g:ive numerical results and graphb of phase

sbifts, and discuss (i), (iii) ana (iv).

îhe effect of the instantaneous¡ approxrnation is d.it-ficult to assess

accurateJ-y. It is generall-y assumed, to be of a seni-reLativistic nature.

i.e., it is va]id, in the non-relativistic region, but sornewhat d.oubtful

reLativistically. That it is valid in the non-relativj.stic region is

ind.icated by the argument in section 2.2), and. also by our results which

correctl-y reprod.uce the OBE potential as a first order term. Tne fact

that these OBE terrns are the ones usuatly obtained by teking the non-

relativistic approxi¡ration of the nost general OBE potentiala' e.g. Iioshizâki

4r) 4?\
and ¡lachidu"l , Goto and i'fachid,e'-l, inùicates that or¡r instantaneous

interaction approxination is actually non-relativistic. This of course

assumes that an exact ladder diagran sol-ution would give the relativistic

0ts8 potential for the first term.

the term of second. ord.er in the Yukawa potential is the one of

greatest j-nterest, si.nce the OBE potentiat is well understood in the way it

gives rise to central, tensot, ald spin-orbit forces. Even though this

ten¡ is not a very conplicated expression, the integral cannot be carried

o,rt ana1ytically, which nakes it difficult to inte:lpret physÍcally. this

ter¡n ¡aust somehow represent the rest of the i-adder graphs exclud.ing the OBE

term and. possibly relativistic effects. Tne next higher order terms after

the OBE terra are expected to be riue to the exchange of two nesons. In the
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lad,der approrì.riation, these would be given by the graphs of the t¡rye

but graphs involving crossed neson lines are excluded. The fact that the

above diagra:as g:ive matrix ele¡sents proportional to g+, tend.s to ind.icate

that or¡r second. order terns are largely due to two meson exchange effects'

a3-though it is not possibLe to directly identify our potential with these

iwo d.iagrarns. Before d.iscussing the nunerical resul-ts, we can make two

observations about the interaction potentials.

The second term in alt cases is proportional- to (¡,.T')". i.e., in

the iso-spin triplet case it gives J., and. in the iso-singJ-et case it gives

the factor 9. This is because the iso-spin factor eppears with each

Yukawa factor, so that if the theory leri to higher orders in the propa-

gators, we would have a factor of (t,.t')" for the n th ord'er, which

would be very large indeed. in the iso-spin singlet states.

the oiher thing to note is that the magnitucie of the OBE term in the

pseud.o-scalar case nay be expected to be rnuch snaLler relative to the

second. order term than in the scalar or vector Ínteraction case. fhis is

because the large terms, which have a factor M', cancel in the OIE term

io give ihe OPE potential, but they do not cancel in the second order term.
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flris is the resul-t of the conmutation relations of yr w¡.ttt the spin-

angLe Dirac matrices Vo , V, , V, and. V" '

Ilre ÌJ-i1I now give and, discuss nwnerj-cal reeults in ter¡ns of phase

shifts for the indivittual meson field-s'

6.2) Results individual meegn fie fds

/\( a) Sca1ar fiel-o

(
gre I = O scalar boson is found to be necessaÐ¡ in the OBE theory of

nucleon forces. In our case, the scalar neson, whieh we wj.Il- denote by

d , d.oes not give greatly d,ifferent results from the oBE theory. At

energies below JOO Mev., the second. order telt contribution is afu¡ost

negligible.

In a1I the computations ln this section, we calculate phese shifts in

the enerry rafrge O - IOO l{ev. and. for coupling constants of 8' = 2, 6,

10 and 14. This is the range of coupling constants we wouÌd expect to have

to d.eal. wlth. lhe existence of a solution, in the serise that increasing

the cut-off of the integral prod.uces no change in result, depend-s on the

magnitude of the coupling constant. If the coupling consta:rt is s¡naLl

enough we can always find a solution, but if it is made too largè in any
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state, the potential beeones singular and. there is no solution.

The results for only scalar neson exchange are g'iven by Fig. l- where

we plot the phase shift in degrees againsi the incid.ent enerry in the

centre of mass s¡æten. Tkie roeson nass used is 100 Mev. In most cases

we g:ive three cur.ves. The one labeIled. OBE is the one boson exchange

phese shift in the Born approxination. In brackets we include the

coupling constant used.. ltre curwe LabeLled BORN is the Born approxim-

ation result when the fuI1 potential is used and the difference between

this and tbe 038 cuÌve indicates the rel-ative effect of the second order

term. lhe thir<i one, labeiled with just the coupling constant, is the

f\¡11- solution a¡rd. when compared with the BORN curve, indicates the valiclity

of using the Born approxirnation.

fhe relevant features of each of the graphs érre as folLows:

'So3 No soLution exists for Eï)z 2

'P, r Eere we obtain solutions for g) = 2 but not for 6. Fis. i shows

that the second ord.er tern is negligible conpared with the OBE tern

and that it is in fact the OBE te¡m that mpkes the potential

singular. fhe potential is attractive in all states.

'D"t soLutions exist for g? = 2, 6 but not 10' Tne OBE and BORN

results again coincide shofing the negligible effeci of the second

tern,and. at Ìow energÍes or small coupling constant the Born

approrimation gives a good, representation of the conpÌete sol-ution.

'Fr, For the 'F, state sol-utíons exist for alL coupU-ng constants up to
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ancl includ-ing 14. llie curves for s) = 6 and' 74 only are given

as they g:ive a good indi.cation of behaviogr at other values of the

coupling constant.

Eere again we have solutions for all coupling constants, and we plot

the curves for S? = 6 and 14. The same cornments aPp1y to this

and. the tF, state, as were nad.e about the 'D. state. As we increase

the e¡gutar momentum, so the Born approximation approaches the

completa solution.

'vfe do not give craphs of the spin trip).ei I = i states. The on]-y

difference between these and-the spin singlet resuLts in each state are

that the spin f,riplet phase shifts åre about L0Ø smaller tha¡ the corres-

pondir:g spin singlet ones. All other features are the same.

fhus t^re can see that the scalar interaction Ís almost entirely due to

the gBE potential, which is attractive in aLi states ' and that the Born

approxination gives ê reasonably good result provided the coupling constant

is not too ).arge.

(u) Pseudo-scalar fie1d.

It is wel,I knovrn that because of the }ow nass of the f -neson, it is

responsible for nearly alt the nucleon-nucleon force in the outer inter-

actj-on reg:ion. In anaIory with the results for scal-ar end vect9r nesons'

j.t nou1¿ be expected. that the OPE effect doninates in the low enerry and.
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high angular momentum region, and the roore compLicated- effects of the

Iadder riiagran only come into force at high energies and, Low angular

¡nomentum. Eowever, this does not seen to be the case" fhe reason for

this can be attributed to two factors. lne ¡oost inportant is the relative

smal-Lness of the pion mass. this has the effect of making the integral in

the eecond. ord,er terrn of the potential very iarge conpared with the OPE

term. fhis factor, together with the cancellation of terms of order M'

in the OBE tern, makes the overall potential attractive for nearl-y all

energ:ies in all states.

Just to what extent the second ord,er tern dominates the OPE potential'

can be seen from the phase shifts which are given in Figs. 2 and i" A

curve given by a broken line indicates the resutts of phase ehift analysis

given by Arnd.t and MacGr 
"uo"45) 

and is includ.ed for comparison.

,Sr 3 Fig. 2(a) gives the gî = Z solution which is the only one we obtain.

Here the OPE phase shift is negative (repulsive potential-), but the

lD.

al .
z

rF
3

second. term is very strongly attractive and the final phase shifts

are positive.

No sol-utions found. for Cî >, 2.

Bere we find. solutions for gË -( 6. The phase shifts increase

very rapidly with gi since the second, ord.er term proportionaL to

ci is the doninant one. TLre phase shifts for s3 = z and 6 are

g:iven in Fig. 2(b).

In this state we have the effect of the (I,.t.)" factor coming in,
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t G*t

10?.

which now multiplies the second. order terrn by 9. Tne result of

this is a very strqngly ettractÍve force so that we obtain solutions

for g'r = 2 in the range 0 - ,00 l{ev., but only ln the range

O - lOO l,lev. for eî = 6.

¡.iS. Z(a) shows the phase shifts obtained. for the rcu state. Here

again the Born approxination, which lies quite close to the complete

solution, is much greater than the OPE result.

0n1y a sol-ution for Eî = 2 is obtained, (eis. ¡(") ). Even at

this sma1l value of the coupling constant, the second. term makes the

potential attractive for energ'ies above L00 Mev.

ìÍo solutions for 8i ), 2. î}ris is because the oPE term is

attractive as well as the second. ord,er term, which is now nultiplied

by a factor of g.

r¡Ie can find solutions for 8ä -( 10 and. sone of these are given in

¡li*. ¡(U). the Born approximation correspon¿s to the fu11 solution

very closely.

Solutior¡s erlst for 8i = 2 and 6- (fis. tG) )

Eroro this it can be seen that our pion exchange potentiaLs differ

rad.icalJ.y frorn the OPE resul-t which is genera).J-y accepted. as ihe doninating

interaction in low energy nucLeon-nucleon j.nteractions. It appears that

it may be d.ifficult to fit our results to experircentally d.erived phase

shifts because of this large attractive potential. this will be discussed

further in the next section.
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Ïle aLso give resutts for the iso-spin triplet'l-meson in Figs' 4 anil

5. Comparing these with the pion phase shifts shouli yj-eid sone

Ínformation regarding the origin of the very strong attractive force in

the pion exchange potential-. This is because in the spin singlet even

states and the spin triplet odd states, the only difference between the

ff-neeon and -L-meson potentials is due to their difference in mass'

,So ! A solution for gi = 2 onl-y is obtaineri. Here the OBE phese shift

is negative, while the BORN result is positive, and lies fairly

close to the fulI solution.

'P, ! Again we only find. a solution for Sl = Z. The Born approxi¡cation

is a good, one, an¿ the second order term contributes significantly'

but is not doninant.

,Dr, In this state, solutions are found for Sl= 2 and 6 but not 10.

The futl solution is not very dj.ffelent from the OBE result.

,F., The short range of the force is apparent, and the exact solution Ls

approaching the OBE curve as the angular momentum increases;

Fie. 5 gives the phase shifts for the I = i tripLet interaction.

The potential is attractive in all these states, and' does not differ very

greatly froro the OBE Potential.

Fbom these, it can be seen that with a larger meson massr the second

terrn d.oes not d.orainate the OBE tern in the pseudo-scaLar interaction' so

that the difficuLty with the l-meson arises mainly from its smaller mass.

Thls indicates that in our potential the higher order contributioris from
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the ff-mesons prouid.e e strong, long range force, and is in d.isagreement

'Ï¡ith the generally accepted view that the range of force due to the

exchange of n mesons is proportional to t /n/t.

(") Vec eld.

Figs. 6 and 7 show the results if we only enploy veetor nesons. f?re

doninant features of these are the small effect the vector potential has

at low energies due to the short range' and that except for the S and P

states the second tern is attractive, but has no appreciable effect except

for higher energies and large couplÍng constants.

Ife give graphs for the ieo-vectoT f -neson only. rn the od.d spin

trlplet states, and. the even spin singlet states, the phase shifts are the

ssme for the iso-scalar r¡r- meson as for t]ne p -mesOn. Since the r¿¡-neson

interaction is independent of the iso-spin, the trend of phase sh-ifts is

similar in all states. i.e. negative and somewhat larger than the OBE

result.

'So 3 Solutions can be found. for all coupling constants up to S2 = 14

and although the BORN result is l-arge and positive' the exact phase

shifts are negative.

,P, 3 No solution for gì ), 2. This is an iso-singlet state, and. the

!,.1. factor makes the OBE potential singular. By comparison with

the other etates, it can be seen that the second. order term probabJ.y

has litt1e effect.
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,D"t fhe srnalÌ phase shift at low energies ind-icates the short range of

the potential, and OBE, BORi\ and full solutions do not differ greatly.

,Fs! This is again an iso-singlet state and. it is not possible to obtain

a solution for gÎ ), 6. Below l-00 Mev. the potential has alnost

no effect, but above this, the phase shift increases very rapid'Iy.

fhe three cuI\Ies are very cLose, showing that the OBE terrn is the

, G*,

roost sig:rificent.

the results for e) = e and f4 a¡e shovln. the threa culs¡es

coincide in both castes.

(nie, Z). lIe give resul-ts for Si = 6 a¡¡d 14. For this state,

the second order terrn differs frorn the OBE term by about 2O/o, anð,

the Born approximation is not a good one.

No solutions can be found for this iso-spin singlet state. lhis Ís

due to the low angular nomentum and not so much to the second. order

tern.

TLre potential has no appreciable effect for incident energies below

I0O Mev., and. second ord.er term fs negligible conparecl wlth the OBE

tern.

Eere we can only obtain soLutions for s) = 2 and, 6- fhe 03E

potential is again the donrinant one, and the Born approximation is

val-id. For larger coupling constants, the OBE potential becones

singular.

In sunning up the results for the vector meson interaction, it can be
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said that the second. ord,er term has very iiitle effect for .1, ) 2, anð'

the full solutioa shows that the potential for the iso-spin singlet states

is singular if the coupling coffrtant ís too Iarge. This is soxoetimes not

taken into account when the Born approximation is used with the OBE theory

to flt erperimental data.

We wil] now exa¡tine the effect of using more than one type of meson

to describe the nucleou-nucleon potential.

6.1) Cornbin¿tion of rnesons

Here we investigate the possibility that a combination of mesorul may

a1low us to obtain some correspondence between our results and. experiment-

ally derived ones. fn OBE theory with the Born approrimation, the

effects of the various mesons sirnply add. up to produce the total potential'

as do the phase shifts. fhis malces it a very sirnple model to work with.

In our case, the second term is quadratic in the coupling constants'

an¿ if we use two mesons, say the í anð' ¡, then the total effect is not

equaL to the effect of the f plus the effect of t¡;e ¡ hle may get

consid.erabLe effects fron the cross terms which are proportional to

Cî C;. t'hat this is the case, can be seen by lookÍng at the Born

approrimation, which'gio"" an indication of the complete solution in the

A
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Ìrigher angular monentum states. 'tJe must somehow try to reduce the Ia¡ge

attractive force of the Tl-te=on, especialty in the iso-singlet states,

which shoul¿ be repulsive. fhe only partÍcIe that could help do this is

the iso-scalar tt'-meson since this gives a repulsive potential- in all

states. lhe 'l-meson is repulsive in the spin singLet states, but

attractive in the spin triplet statee and hence would nake ¡oatters }¡orse

in the triplet stateg.

The spin singlet equation has in the second term, the factor

M -qj .ic
2i+r

+j+l C

2 j+t
IA.
TJJ-

B
,

( j+1
q

(e. r)

which is obtained fron (z'lg), and' integration is impriecl'

term in the square brackets can be ignored. refative to M'B

relativisticalì-y at any rate, and we wiLl write
J

fhe second

, non-

dqtIf^ (
4tr )"

q. IJ\
k'+qt"+1,1,^) r , Q..f

2kq' / (q,' ' + M')z 'J \ )

as Q¡¿ = Qzr¡ where we have now taken the BOrn approxirnation. Alsor the

nasses of al-l the mesons except the f are approxinately egual, ¿ 5 l ¡t ,

so for this qualitative argument wo wiLl use Q, G-) = Q. (2") = Q, G)=

Q. (z-) where z- = 93Jfi. etc. Using relations (z'zg), the
J _ 

2q.q,,

ex¡rression (0. r) t¡t"tt gives

- si e."+ 83 Ç 6 s; - 6 s:- 2 eì) azs



J

* G)+ eî+ z s; * z s) G)- s;- 4 c; - 4 ei) q"
rr9.

(o.z)

for the iso-spin triplet case. For the iso-singlet case we have to

rnultiply each gi and. g; by -t. The values of Q,', Q's and Q¡g

were calculated. in the 'F, state at 100 and J00 lvlev. and. were found' to be

100 Mev.

700 Mev.

Iarge pion tern is

helpful, and the

Q r..

r..?2.10-s

_2-
2.76.L0

Q¿¡

2.7.r0

r.7. 10

Q s,

5.2.r0

4.9. 10

-6 -7

In the rF, state, which is an iso-spin singlet state, (ø.2) becomes

- s sI Q,^' 1 ei Ía t; - 6 si- 2 si) Qr"

+ (eå + sï- 6 s; + z ei) Gî- e;+ 12 s; - 4 {,) e." G.t)

Fron this it can be seen that the most helpful tern for cancel-ling the

fhe overall effect of the g; is notc,¡ 8^- Qrt.

g? and gi contribute little compared with the vector

meson terms. Even if we choose the pion-nucleon coupling conste¡t as

gî = {, we cannot cancel the gi Q.. tern, since the expression (6.1)

ca¡¡¡rot be nad.e positive by any choice of Ci.

Hence it is not possible to bring our results into agreement with

erperimental ones because of the very strong second ord.er f -meson term.

As an example of the effect of the g¡J-neson used. with the pion, in FfS. 8(a)

we show the phase shj-fts of the rF, state for g"t = 6 and 81,= 12, 16

an¿ 20. trbon this it can be seen that the c¡r-meson has an eppreciable
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effect i-n the higher enerry reg'ion, but j.t Ís nowhere near big enough to

compensate the strong attraction. Tkrus, it seems that if we restrict

ourselves to the derived potentials, it is not possible to obtain agreenent

w'ith experiment.

A possible way of obtaining potentials which are not singular' would

be to introduce some sort of high momentum cut-off. This would. 
"nàbLe 

,.,s

to give solutions in alt câ-ses, but would not elininate the effect of the

second. ord,er pion term. this is because the Born approxirnation result is

independent of the cut-off, and hence in the higher anguJ.ar momentum siates

where the Born approrination is vaÌid, we wou1d,{ind the same results.

6.4) Coupled spin tion solutions

In rriew of the inability of the theory to fít experimental phase

shifts and the additional ctifficulty of interpreting the coupled equation

potentials, Ïre only give a few brief results for the coupled spin triplet

equations. Tþe computer proglamme has been wrltten for a generaJ.

conbination of mesons, but because of the poorì.y defined experimental

phase shifts aboye .l = ? there is littl-e point in trying to cornpare and,

fit our results. For ¿ < 2 the potentials axe again singular unless

the coupl-ing constant is smalI, and. the results foll-ov¡ the same trend as
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forthe 1=j states.

For the scalar boson interaction, the potential is given almost

- entirely by the first order terms. In the OBE Born approrimation, there

is no mixing of the I = j+l and I = i-l states. Our solutions give

some mixing (Fig. g(a) ), because the operators E and H of equations

(+.tZ) - (¿.i¡) are non-zero. Fip. e(U) ana 8(c) shoïùs the tF, and

tFn phase shifts for a scalar meson coupling constant of 10. In the lorrr

enerry region the ful1 solution is quite cLose to the OBE result' which

shows that our nethod of finding phase shifts through the probability

d'ensity does g:ive the OBE results in analog¡r with the uncoupled equations'

The unitarity cond.ition, which prowides a very sensitive check on the

theory and the prog:pernrns, is found to be satisfied to better than ly'o.

In the pseudo-scalar interaction case Ìre have nuch the same situation

as for the uncoupled. states. lhe second order term again d.ourinates the

interaction, so that we get littte correspondence between the OPE and the

full solution. In both states the potentials are strongly attractive as

can be seen flon Fig. 9.

For the f -meeon, we give the results for the tF" and' 
"* 

states

in Fj.g. 10. the short range force is again apparent, since bel-ow I00 Mev.

the force has practicaì-Iy no effect on the phase shifts. Above 150 Mev.

the phase shifts decrease rapid,ly, but do not differ greatly from the OBE

result. lhe mixing paraneter ^rfon d.iffers consid.erably from the OBE
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result for the scalar and vector mesons, even though the phase shifts d.o

not. The reason for this can possibly be attributed to the sensitivity

of the nixing parameter to the operators E and H r¿hich appear in a

different way in the OBE theory.

the few resuLts we have presented ln this section demonstrates the

valid.ity of our nethod for d.eriving phase shifts fro¡n the two pairs of

coupled equations (+.tZ) - (+.f¡). In a1t cases, the unitarity condÍtion

dj-scussed in 4.r) is satisfied to better t]nan 2% which speaks for the

accuracy of the numerical work. Ìle have also shown that in the cases we

would erpect the OBE phase shifts to be near to the full- solution, i.e. for

scalar and. vector neson interaction, Ìre get a close correspond.ence between

the two solutions. This ind.icates that although we cannot obtain the OBE

results anal-ytica3-Iy as we did for the uncoupled. states, they d.o come out

of the numerical calculations, and shows that the OBE is the basis of

these potentials as it was for the uncoupled states.
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6.5) Conclusions

In the course of this work we have succeed,ed in solving the B-S

equation in the ladder approxination using an instantaneous interaction

without recall to any other approximations. TLre nethod given for solving

the B-S equation Ís very tlirect, and app)-ies quite general-Iy to any

instantaneous interaction. The d.ifficulty of physical interpretation of

the varioug fir¡etions found ¡r¡as overcome in Chapter III r where we defined

a conjugate B-S equation whlch er¡abl-ed us to derive a continuiþ equation"

Integrating the continuity equation over the relative tine gave expressions

for the probability density in the vaxious states.

fhat or¡¡ treatment of the relative tiure variable is valid' is borne

out by the results, which show that the probability density reduces to

some remarkabty sinple expreseions involving the functions obtained from

the B-S wave function. fhe further fact that the potentials of the

equivalent Schroctinger equations yield the well known one boson exchange

potential in the first order, strengthens the argument.

The probability ttensÍty is our link with the physical sÍtuation

through which we id,entify the B-S functions nith physical wave functions

of the nucleon-nucleon s¡ætem. In the case of uncoupled states' the

correapondence is direct, but for the coupled states a method had to be

developed. to find phase shifts from two pairs of coupled equations

involving four functions, each of which contributecl to both states. lhat
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this method. is sound, is denonstrated. by the numerical results. These

reprod.uce features of the OBE theory even though they cannot be derived

aualytically, and the solution of the quartic equation (+.57) gives the

ratio of the nixing paraneters to Ìrithin 2y'" of that requiretl by unitarity'

Calculations with the scalar meson showed that in all states the

Iadder d.iagrans gave no appreciable öfference from the OBE result, thus

leacting us to conclude that in this ca.se the OBE approxirnation is a good

one.

the OBE approrimation for the vector neson Ís quite good for L ) Z,

but for the S, P and. D states, the confribution from the second ord'er

tern is quite sig¡rificant. We aleo noted that the Born approrination is

not a good one in the S and P states.

To explain the results for the pseud.o-scalar interaction is tli.fficul-t.

In all states, the variance of our results with the OPE theory is so larget

that it is not possibte to even qualltatively fit experinental phase shifts.

By coræidering the '¿-¡eson, we saw that this is principally due to the

long range and nagnitucle of the second. ord.er term in the pseud.o-scalar

potential. Irre loow that the first ord.er terras¡ which give the OBE

potentials, are theoreticalJ.y correct, and if used alone are capabl-e of

explaining experinental d,ata. This would. lead ub to conclude that our

second. order term d,oes not correctly describe the higher ord.er interactions

bet¡veen nucleons. This is possibly linited. to the pseud.o-scalar inter-
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action, sinae only in this case terns of order M^ cancel in the OBE

term, thus increasing the relative contribution of the second ord.er tern.

lo erplain these results we have two alternatives corresponcling to the two

approxinations used.

The first possibility is that the lacider approxirnation is insufficient

for d.escribing the nucleon-nucleon interaction. The lad.der d.iagra:ns

represent only a s¡oall class of all possible Feynman graphs which could

contribute to the nucl-eon potential. Crossed neson lines and. sel-f enerry

processes which ¡rould be included in the higher ord.er terms arisÍng from

the expansion of the general interaction fi¡nction discussed in 1.1), couLd.

substantiatly raodify the potential. If the discrepancy was due to crossed.

neson lines, and it fs assumect that the vector meso¡Nl describe multípì.e

lf -neson processes includ.ing erossed. neson lines, then ¡re should be ebl-e

to use the vector nesons to cancel the large attractive force. However,

¡¡e sarí that the f and t¡¡-meson potentials were of too short range to

have a4¡r effect in the low enerry region, eo that it is unlikely that the

difficutty arises from the exclusion of crossed. neson lines.

The second. possibility is that despite our observations regardlng the

vaiidity of the ir¡stantaneous interaction approxination, the higher ortier

terms negLected are sonehow sigaificant. The inclusion of the second.

ten¡ fron the expansion with respect to the reLative energy, raises certain

problemsr ând is beyond the scope of this work. However, we note that

terms of higher order than g+ nouÌd appear, a¡rd. these aì.though
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relativisiic in nature, could be important because of the factor
, .n(g' !,,, g.) associated with the n th order tern.
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ÎÌrat the instantaneous Ínteraction approxination is not very good. for

strong interactions, ia perhaps the most logical conclusion that can be

ctrawn from our results. fbon the ff-meson interaction phaee ehÍfts, it

can be seen that the second order term is significant even at a few Mev.,

and tend.s to rule out the argument that it coul-d be solely due to the

exchange of two or more mesons in the ladder diagram. This is because it

is reasonably well established. that the range of force due to the exchatge

of tr¡o pions is much smaller than the OPE range of force, and ie only

signÍficant in the relativístic region.

On the other hantl it is noted by some Ï¡orkere, Vo"kolz), and. ï"."toto2O

who have investigateit the effects of neglect of retardation, that the

approximation woul-d, not be as good. for heaqy bosons as it woulti be for

smal-ler mass bosons. I}ris is quite feasible since for a given energJ¡r a

f.ighter meson woutd. have greater velocity antl hence result in less ti¡ne for

the exchange. Our results seem to indicate the opposite of this.

Íhe instantaneous interaction approximation is a resul-t of certain-

assumptions ebout an unphysical quantity, the relative enerry or time.

Because of this, it is not possible to estimate Íts effects directLy snd

the signifj.cance of the approximation can onJ-y be found by obtaining a

physical- theory and conparing it w'ith erperiment. Ttre method used here

is to integrate over the relative time variable, and we have shown how to
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obtain a consistent, physical theory¡ which to first ord.er is in agreement

with that obtainect by other field theoretÍcal methods. This proves that

our treatnent of the relative time variable is correct, even though one of

the approrinatÍons usecl has a linited range of valitlity. fn particular,

it is concluded that there j-s a necessity for exa¡nining nore cloeely the

effects of neglecting retardation in strong interactions, and. that the B-S

equation is capabÌe of d.escribing, in a direct way, the interaction between

nucleon"s.
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